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TheCorrelotionof LocolCitolion
Dolo with CilotionDolo from
Journol Citotion Reports
Jonice Kreider

forlocal citation datau;hen eoaluatingtheirjoum'als, uith certain cauti.ons.
lV niversity librarians continue to
search {br data that helns them evaluate
their collections, particularly their journal collecti<lns, as subscription costs rise
approximately 107oeach year and as additional lunds are needed to pay for access
to {ull-text electronic iournals. Use studies are time-consuming if one wants to obtain enough data to mai<ethe study meaningful, and the compilation of the results
can be cumbersome. With the recent appearance oI loumal Citation Reports
(JCR) on CD-ROM, quantitative citation
data are now relatively simple to manipulate. Because the citation data on,[CR are

global, librarians have questioned the releiance ol'/CR's data to their own institutions, pref'erring citation data generated
liom their own users'publications.These
Iocal data are more difficult to obtain, particularly ifone wishes to restrict the data to
one subject area, which is crucial because
by subiect lield and
citation pattems
"ury
a{I'ect citation figures. In order to determine how global citation data relates to local citation data, I explored the correlation
between global citation data liom the,/CR
and Iocal citation data for the University of
British Columbia (UBC) lbr 20 subject
lields in the sciences and social sciences.

Ja,NIcnKnntoEn (jkreider@interchange.ubc.ca)is Coordinator ofCollections at the University of
British Columbia Library Vancouver. The authorwishes to acknowledge the use ofthe British Library In{brmation Sciences Service and the Oxfbrd University Libraries, William Ng of the UBC
Library Systems Division who provided lists of UBC subscriptions by subject, and Kathy Li and
Kelly Kwork who were students in STAT 551. Manuscript received June 1I, 1998;,accepted {br
publication August 18, 1998
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Previous studies on the relationship of
global and local citation data have been
f'ew in number and limited to only a few
subject lields. Wiberley (1982) it,tdi"d
the relationship oflocal and national citation data fbr social work by using an encyclopedia and {bur periodicals as the
sources Ibr the national citations and local
citations {iom publications {rom lists of
{'aculty publications. He compared the
method of using earlier national citations
to predict Iater local citations with the
method of using earlier local citations to
predict later ones and concluded (358)
that fbr social work, "national databasesof
citations are almost asgood aslocal data in
predicting luture citation oflournals by
local authors." This conclusion therelbre
suggests that national citation data are
useful fbr jburnal selection. Wiberley's
study took place in a university known {br
its high productivity in publishing in the
field ofsocial work. but becausethe {ield
was one ofthe applied social sciences,the
{ield exhibits different citation patterns
than does a subject in the pure sCiences.
foswick and Stierman (1997) showed
that there was little relationship between
global citation data fiom/CR and local citation data gathered {rom the three citation databa^sesfrom the Institute {br Scientilic Information (ISI) and organized
using DIALOG's "rank" commanil. However, all subjects were considered to-

cial science titles cited by the pro{'essors
and ,/CR's top cited titles, which lean
heavily toward scientific titles.

libraries, there is continuing &scussion
and debate on the relations[ip between
citation data and other indicaiors of the
use of journals in libraries. Since 1972,
there have been numerous studies and

reviews ofthe literature. Broadus (1985,
33) summarized previous studies and
stated that "counts based on the,fC.R can
be almost as good as expensive local [use]
studies forpredicting use ofperiodicals in
a given library." But Broadus cautions
against automatically eliminating a journal that has low global citation counts in
the library, as there can be valid local reasons lbr retaining the title.
Bensman (1985) summarized research on the correspondence between
global citation data and use, and despite
some conflicting studies, states (24) that
"ISI citation {iequency is measuring an
extremely power{ul variable in academic
library use, and. . . is undoubtedly one
of the most important measuresthat can
be utilized . . . [fbr] managing the journal collections of research libraries."
Bensman was not concerned that the citation data were not local.
Todorov and Gliinzel (1988) reviewed
studies on the relationship between journal citation measures and objective and
subjective ratings of scientific journals; in
some of the studies there was a positive
relationship, while in others there was
not. Kelland andYoung (1994) presented
a comprehensive review of the literature
on the relationship between citation data
and library use. Because the correlation
data vary, the authors conclude (86) that
"citations represent a form of literature
use, and to some extent that can be considered library use. . . . Actually, the relationship between library use and citations
is so complex that it should not be expected to produce high correlations."
Swigger and Wilkes (1991) compared
techniques (including using local citation
data generated by a DIALOG search of
ISI) when evaluating journals at Texas
Woman's University and concluded (52):
"There is only a weak correspondencebetween use of serials as measured by
reshelving data and by citation data, and
no correspondence between citation data
and the subjective judgments of faculty or
librarians." The Texas Womant University has graduate programs in allied
health, education, and library science,so
the results are limited to thoie fields. On
the other hand, Bensman (1996) showed

. Correlation of Local Citation Data
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in the U.K., stated(318):"Citationrankings seemedtoo general;we would not
hale t'elt lustifiedln cancelingsubscriptionspurelyon the basisofexternallygeneratedlists."
total agreement that the relationship of
citation data with other indicators ofuse
in libraries is strong, it generally is acknowledged that such a relationship exists
and that it is worthwhile to take citation
data into account with other measures
when evaluating journal titles.
The question remains whether the citation data must be local, or whether
global data are just as use{ul. Despite the
dif{iculties inherent in generating local
citation data, authors ofarticles published
in the last several years reveal tliat librarians are using local citation data in preference to, or in addition to, global citation
data due to a widespread reluctance to
rely on global citation data to evaluate
(1994) rejournals. Haas and Kisling-University
of
ported on a project at the
Florida to eualnite the relevance oftheir
scienceiournal collection using local citation dafa produced from ISII Schmidt,
Davis, and Jahr (1994) used local citation

theses and dissertations in a cost ratio to
evaluate their psycholory journal collection at St. Mary's University. Hughes
(Igg5) examined local citation and publication data along with global data when
ranhng journals in molecular and cellular
biology at Pennsylvania State University.
Dole and Chang (1996) conducted {bur
local citation analvses in the fields of
marine sciences,chemistry and sciences
as awhole to produce local citation data to
use along with f'aculty rankings and use
studies in preparation {br a journal
cancellation project at the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
Loughner (1996) produced local citation
data {iom ISI to evaluate use of science
journals at the University of Georgia.
Lambert and Taylor (1996), who evaluated journals at Staffbrdshire University

STATEMENTOF THE PROBLEM
AND PURPOSEOF THE STUDY
Citation data are commonly used along
with other criteria such as reshelving
statistics and ratings by faculty and librarians to determine core journal titles in a
field or to lind candidates fbr cancellation. Librarians often rely on local citation data rather than global citation data,
despite the easeofgathering global citation data and the ability to manipulate
them electronically, using the CD-ROM
version oI lCR. Libraria-ns nevertheless
remain unconvinced of the value of global
citation data, thanks partly to the lack of
studies.The purpose ofthis studyis to explore the corielation between global citaiion data and local citation data to determine the potential of relying on global
citation daia instead oflocil citation data,
fbr evaluating a journal collection. A second purpose is to design and test a consistent method lbr obtaining correlations
across a number of subject {ields at one
specilic institution.
SOURCESOF DATA
The local institution involved in this study

has ranged between 25 and 30 during the
past
10 years.
^
The local citation data were provided
by the Local Journal Utilization Report
tiJUn), produced by ISI fiom its dlatabaie specilically for UBC. This report, in a
database fbrmat, contains counts for the
number of umes authors from UBC cited
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specific journals during a 12.5-year period
lrom January 1981 to June 1993. The
L|UR was generated using all author addresses,not solely the {irst author.
The 1994 edifion o{,fCR on CD-ROM
produced by ISI was the source of the
global citation data {br this study. The specific global citation data used were lhe
'1994
Total Cites," which is the number
of times a given journal title was noted as
beinq cited-in ISi'.sScienceCitation Index
and Social Sciences Citation Index during
1994.
The time periods of the two setsof data
do not overlap; the sources were chosen
because they were available in electronic
fbrmat, which facilitated analpis using
spreadsheetsand databases.ISI produced
the Lf UR for UBC in lgg3, bu[ the /CR
was not available on CD-ROM until the
1994 edition was produced in 1995.
Becausethis proiect was based on ISI
data, it has all the limitations of that database:
o errors in the data themselves
. the limited number of journals covered (an example is the field of law, fbr
which only g6 titles are listed in JCR,
which led to the exclusion of tho subject oflaw in this study)
c JCR is based only on journals; hence
citations to journal articles from other
types ofpublicatiens are not included,
and {br sublect areas that are lessjournal-centric, these might be significant
o f'ewforeigfr languagetitles are included

ther global or local citation data comparable to those fiom well-established
titles
METHoD
In-orde-r to identi{yjournal titles {br a specific subject field, two sources were usbd.
The lirst was the/CR, which assignseach
journal title to one or more subie-t fields.
The second was UBCi existing local coding ol' all active subscriptioni to one or
more ofthe 20 subiects under consider-

ation, corresponding to departments at
the university. The subjects assigned by
the/CR are finer categories than those assigned by UBC. In order to have them
correspond as much as possible, the JCR
was filtered to obtain similar subiect
groupings. For example, to correspond
with the subject of "Chemistry" as defined by UBC, the following subject categories were chosen from the/CR: Chemistry; Chemistry, analltical; Chemistry,
inorganic and nuclear; Chemistry, organic; Chemistry, physical; Electrochemistry; and Spectroscopy.
The following databases were loaded
into a local databaseon a personal computer: the LIUR, the list of'titles lbr each
ol'the 20 subjects {iom the,fCR, and the
,/CR lists ofall science titles and social science titles. Using the UBC subject listings ol'subscriptions, subject codes were
keyed into the LJUR. If ;UBC subscription was not in the LJUR, the title was
added, with zero as the number of citations. The databasewas used to create a
list fbr each subject, with the lbllowing inIbrmation fbr each lournal: (l) its title as
abbreviatedby ISI;i2) the global citation
count (i.e., the 1994 total citations from
/CR); and (3) the local citation count (i.e.,
the number of times UBC authors cited
the title over the 72.5 year period from
the LJUR). The beginning o1'oneof these
lists ii shown in t;ble r lbr the tield of
zoology.
The Pearson correlation coe{Iicient
was chosen to measure the correlation
between the qlobal citation data and the
local citation"data. The Pearson correlation coeflicient reflects the extent ofa linear relationshirr between two sets of data:
it ranges between -1 (indicating a perf'eci
negative relationshlp) and +l (indicating a
perf'ect positive correlation). A correlation
close to +I indicates a stronq correlation.
Other correlation stutlies hlve used the
Spearman correlation coeflicient, which
measures the correlation of ranked data.
However, if the raw data are available (not
just the rankings), it is pre{'erable to use
the Pearson correlation becausethe actual
data give more information, such as the
varying size ol'gaps between the ranked
data. Belbre applying the Pearson correla-
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TABLE 1
Zoor-ocr fouRNALTITLESwttH Gloner- (rnou/CR)
Couurs
nrupLocer. (FRoMLTUR)CITATIoN
Abbreviated Title

ACAROLOGIA
ACTAANAT
ACTA BIOL CRACOVZOO
ACTAPHYTOPATHOLHUN

Global

r42
L,DIZ

3
97

ACTAPROTOZOOL

lvD

ACTATHERIOL

360

ACTA ZOOL HUNG

JJ

Local

0
38
0
0
0
I3
0

ACTA ZOOL.STOCKHOLM

397

J

ADV INSECT PHYSIOL

425

34

ADV PARASIT

481

12

ADV STUD BEHAV

336

13

AFR J ECOL
AM BEE I
AM ENTOMOLOGIST

189

D

IDD

0

AM J PHYSANTHROPOL
AM J PHYSIOL
AM J PRIMATOL
AM MALACOL BULL
AM ZOOL
AMPHIPACIFICA

tion, the citation ligures were transfbrmed
using the logarithmic trans{brmation. The
decision to transfbrm the data was based
on an examination of the histograms of the
data {br the field of microbiolory. For that
Iield, both the global and the local citation
data sets were dominated by a small number of highly cited journals; in statistical
terminology, the variance increases with
the mean, resulting in a negative binomial
distribution. The other subject fields appeared to have similar distributions. Figure I illustrates the dominance in the field
of zoology by one title, in this case the
Am.erican Joumal of Physiology, for both
local and global citations. These observations agree with those of Bensman (1996),
who has worked with similar citation
counts and who noted that the logarithmic
transformation is an appropriate way of
dealing with such data.

0

4

2,642

41

78,546
826
.to

2,652
0

2,634
0
4
202
0

tent. The LJUR required extensive editing
in order to combine titles with di{I'erent
abbreviations, to combine tides that had
changed, and to correct errors. When the
editing was completed, a great many titles
listed ivith only one citatioi remained, and
many of these were dif{icult to identifr by
full title, either because they were esoteric, ambiguous, incorrectly ibbreviated,
or ref'erreito monographs. Examples of
such titles include PHYSIS, PLENARY
LECTURE, and fiB PSYCHIATRY. In
order to eliminate having to spend undue
time identilying these titles of little importance and in order to make the data'base
smaller and easierto manipulate, all
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1. Scatter Plot of Raw Data for Zoolog;r Titles,

CANADIAN, BC, BRITISH COLUMBIA, VANCOLIVER, etc., because we
wishedto retain as much Canadian data as
was feasible. Although not necessary {br
this correlation stuay, obvious mbnographs; titles indicated as INpRESS,
UNPUB, and THESIS; and titles beginning with numbers or abbreviationi of
months were eliminated.
Another modification to the Lf UR was
its expansion to include 755 titles in the 20
subject fields to which UBC actively subscribes. These titles had a local cilation

needed, because it was alreadv several
years old and numerous tiiles had
changed or split into parts, so data for the
various versions of a title had to be gathered underthe latestversionofthe nime.
The Lf UR ended up with 10,60I titles,
with locai citations ran'ging from a high oi
5,350 fbr the Proceedligs-of the Nat{onal
Acuderny of SciencestolheiSS titles with

1,402 titles, with global citations ranginq
liom a high of 20,638 for Archioes of Ceri
eral Psychiatry to a low of one citation for

Discussion of Results

citations at UBC, foreign titles, and titles
perhaps a bit outside aitrict delinition of
journal such as the Yearbook of Astronorny. Modiftcations to the /CR were also

LRTS . 43(2) ' Corcelation of Local Citati,on Data
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TABLE 2
Connn,rrroN or GLoseL enn Local CImtloN Dn.Ie
Pearson
Correlation
of RawData

Srrbier:tField

Microbiolory
Forestry
Astronomy
Economics
Businessand Management
Biochemistry
Pharmacy
Computer Science

89
140
42
260
279
272
176
254

Mining
Biolory
Botany

39
346
154

Mathematics

307
220
343
r77
I35
208
40r
2r2
148

Zoology
Physics
MechanicalEngineering
Librarianship
Geology
Chemistry
Metalsand Materials
Chemical Engineering

0.953
0.817
0 963
0.916
0.849
0.959
0.832
0.696
0.617
0.968
0.783
0.800
0.927
0 903
0.816
0.613
0.818
0.871
0.579
0.477

PearsonCorrelation
of IngarithmicallY
Trmsformed Data

0.814
0.810
0.755
0.731
0.695
0.687
0.682
0.681
0.677
0.675
0.661
0.634
0.634
0.625
0.623
0.622
0.607
0.567
0.547
0.530

N = number ofjournal tides in each subject

of journal titles in each subject cohort.
The correlations between the global and
local citation counts using the raw data

bution ofthe data (large clusters ofboth
global and local citation data dominating
the low end) indicates that more realistic
correlations can be obtained from the
transformed data. This led to the rationale {br arranging the table in descending
order by correlation ofthe data after a logarithmic transformation was performed.
The actual ranking of the subiects is less
important than the {'act that the correlation ligures are moderate to moderately
high fbr all the subiects. The scatter plots
of the transfbrmed data show a linear relationship of varying strength fbr each sub-

ject, a relationship that gets decidedly
weaker for the smaller c'itation values.
Figure 2 shows the relationship lbr zoology. Note the cone shape of the data
p6ints that gets wider for the smaller
lrulu"r, indic*ating the increasing weaknessofthe relationship as the citation values decrease.The {act that the linear relationship between the global and local
citation transfbrmed dat"agets weaker lbr
the smaller values has implications for
libraries. lt means that a low global citation count does not always imply a corre-

mit any general conclusions about the
strength of a subjectt correlation based
on whether the subject is a pure or an applied science, a science or a social sci-
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Figure 2. Scatter Plot of Translbrmed Data fbr Zoolog;r Titles.

An interesting phenomenon is that
local citation data-aie zero lbr numerous
joumals in all 20 subject fields. There
.seemto be three reasons for this. First of
alI, 755 titles were imported into the sub-

reason is that most of the titles from the
LJUR that had only a single citation were
culled. Finally, some of these titles are simply of little rele'nr.r"" to research at UBC
(e.g., American Bee
Journal).
It might be assumedthat researchers
at UBC would cite Canadian iournals
more heavily than would be the cise globally, which would produce relativelv
lower correlations in this study th#
would be obtained lbr an institution in the
U.S. However, each subiect {ieldincludes
only a {'ew Canadian titl-es, and olten only
one is truly important, so the effect is
minimal. The subject list {br business and
management includes 25 Canadian titles,
more than the other disciplines. Excluding the 25 Canadian titles and then recalculating resulted in a correlation oI .702,
compared with the correlation of .6g5
when the Canadian titles were included.
However, the opposite ell'ect occurred in
lbrestry, whicli lncluded l4 Canadian

titles; recalculating the correlation without the Canadian t-itles gave a correlation
oI'. 794 instead of the .81-0when the Canadian titles were included.
The /CR data (1994) and the LJUR
data (1981-93) obviously do not come
liom the same time periods. At the time
of this study, there was only one year of
JCR data available on CD-ROM, and it
might have seemed more worthwhile to
have used only one year oflocal data (and
liom the r"tn" y""i) to correspond precisely with the one year oI global data.
However, fbr a given year, local citation
data are considerably sparser than global
citation data. Just as use studies based on
reshelving counts require a long time
liame to be representative, a citation
study using merely one year of local citations would not be asindicative of local citation practices as more years would be,
both in terms of the variety ol' titles covered and citation counts themselves.
making a reliable correlation {igure dif{icult to obtain. Whether a{'ull 12.5 years of
Iocal citation datawas necessaryis open to
debate. Certainlywith onlyone yeai ol'local data, the co.r'"lution. *onld have been

Line (1985) lbund a 92Vo overlap f'or the
top 500 journals cited the most frequently in ISI'.s Science Citation lndex
(SCf) in 1979 and in 1982. For the Social
ScienceCitation Index (SSCf), there was
an877o overlap for the same time period.
Hence, using/C.R data (which are drawn

LR?S . 43(2) . Correlation of Local Citation Data /15
from SCI and SSCI) {rom a difl'erent year
than that covered by LJUR should have a
relatively minor impact on the results.
The local citation data on LfUR would
vary more {rom yearto yearthin do global
data. ISI has since enhanced the product
to indicate the years of the citations, making it possible to study the growth or decline in citations lbr a particular title.
The nature of this project required
that it be speci{ic to our institution, and
factors unique to UBC might have a{'fected the data in unknown ways. Therefore, the results should not be overgeneralized for use by other institutions
but rather should be viewed as providing
an exploratory study of correlations for
various subject {ields using a speci{ic
method. The relative correlation for each
subject is ofless importance than the fact
that a moderate to moderately strong correlation was shown consistently {br all 20
subjects. This allows others to consider
the similarity of their situation to UBC
and to decide whether the size ofthe resulting correlations merits their substituting global citation data fbr local citation
datawhen determining the importance of
a journal to their library collection.
Because both the /CR data and the
LJUR data come {iom ISI, it could be
argued that the result has a high inherent
correlation because ISIt database is
basedonlyon journals andthe set ofjournals is limited. A better method might be
that of obtaining the local citation data
directly fiom local publications ofvarious
types, as has been done by some librarians
when evaluating journals, such as Sylvia
and Lesher (1995), whose source oflocal
citations was graduate theses in psychology, and Dole and Chang (1996), who
obtained local citations not only liom a
search ol'ISI but also fiom a list ofpubli
cations by their faculty in marine sciences
and Iiom doctoral theses in chemistry.
The local citations produced by the Iist of
publications of the marine science I'aculty
were dispersed over more titles than the
ISI study, but the years of coverage did
not coincide by date or length. Obtaining
Iocal citation datafrom sources otherthan
ISI could produce more data, particularly
in Iields where the nature of publishing

includes a substantialproportion ofnoniournal {brmats, such as monographs,
ionl'erence proceedings, preprints, and
technical reports. Obtaining local citation
data {rom tb,t.""t other tf,an ISI, however, has the disadvantage of being extremely time-consuming to compile and
orq-:anize;consequently frast studies have
be"enlimited to few subiect fields. It is dif'ficult to evaluate studies of one subject
area in isolation, and it is next to impossible to compare studies in whichwildly dif'f'erent methods were used. The obvious
advantage ofthe method presented here
is that it can be done on a personal computer, and allowsnumerous subjectsto be
Examinedand results compared.
IMPLTcATIoNS FoR LrBnARrEs
It should be noted that the usefulness of

by students do not bear any relationship
to the number of citations in faculty pubIications. Moorbath (1993) studied the
nursing literature and concluded (44)
that there is "a significant difl'erence
between rank by student use and rank in
the Citation lndex." On the other hand,
Zipp (1996) found a positive association
between f'aculty citations and citations in
thesesand dissertations.It should also be
remembered that results of this study are
not applicable to smaller institutions that
cannot offer asbroad a base ofongoing research and publishing, because the local
research might be less likely to correspond with global research and thus prob^'blu result ]tr l'ar lower correlationls betw6en local and global citation data.
Swigger andWilkes (1991,44) stated that
usin-g-local citation data is "likely more
valid, particularly fbr small to medium
institu[ions where research is more limited in scope and number ofprojects than
at Iarge universities with large I'aculties."
Svlviiand Lesher (1995) used local citatiLn data but also advocated considering
shelving counts.
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The results ofthis study do not qive us
information on whether the titles ciitedin
a specific subject field were cited by researchers in that particular subject department. Because the data from the
LJUR span the entire university, citations to a journal could easily be made by
someone from a department in a dif{'erent subject area. This has implications
{br academic department libraries,
which are interested in limiting the evduation of journals to their specific subject area or perhaps primarily are interested in the research scope ol' their
specilic department. The growinq interdlsciplinary use ofjournali and tf,eir escalating costs mean that most institutions
have to take an institution-wide view to
their library collections, so for them the
department ofthe researcher is increasingly irrelevant.
Cotrlcl-uslor.l
University librarians are always searching
forways tb evaluatejoumals, due to the inl
creasing costs ofjournals, the creation of
new journals, and the limitation of funds.
Data olten considered include circulation

when considered along with subiective
evaluations bv faculw and librarians. necently, librari'an, ,u"L ^ Schmidt, Davis,
and Jahr (f994), Hughes (1995), Sittig
and Kaalaas-Situg (1995), and Loughnei
(1996) have prop6sedvarious tools-or in-

prece_ding12.S-yearperiod for a large research-oriented university {br 20 subject

fields, suggesting that large researchoriented universiw libraries could consider substituting the more easilyobtainable global citation data (from
/CR) fbr local citation data (whether
from ISI's LIUR or a search oftheir citation indexes or from an analysis oflocal
publications ) when evaluating their journals. High global citation counts have
been shown to correlate with local citation counts. However, because the relationship between the global and local citation data gets weaker {br the lower
values ofthe data,librarians should exercise caution when evaluating titles with a
low number of global citations and seriously take other {'actorsinto account. Faculty members are likely to be more interested in local data, so iflocal citation data
are readily available such as ISI's L|UR,
they can serve a double purpose as a tool
ofinterest to the faculty along with being
ofuse to the librarian, who, because ofthe
correlation of global and local data, has
little need to consider global citation data
in addition.
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Catalo$ng is one of the most timeconsuming tasks per{brmed in libraries. It
is not surprising then that, since the introduction of'computers into library operations, there have been numerous attempts to automate the cataloging
process. The early use of'computeri to
create catalog records that were used

most often to produce cards fbr card catalogs has been largely supplanted by the
creation ofbibliographic records that are
used to populate online catalogs. The
most challenging aspect ol'cataloging is to
determine the content of the bibliographic record rather than to create the
record itsel{. This is where research in expert systems and related areas plays an
important role.
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In expert systems comPuters are used in accordwith the existingrules,and representthem in meaningfil, standardiz6d
to organize and preserve the expert
knowledge of catalogers and to employ
that knowledge in cataloging with minimal or no human intervention. Unfbrtunately, few ofthese prototype cataloging
in theieJ
expert systems have s^ucceedied
world. They have contributed, however,
to an understanding of cataloging processes and standards, as well as to an understanding of the documents cataloged.
When researchers in this area determined that the entire cataloging process
was too complex to allow fbr I'ull expert
system implementation, they then concentrated on some elements of the cataloging process, such as cataloging rules,
document characteristics. and the characteristics of names used as accesspoints.
These efTorts resulted in a better understanding ofboth the advantages and limitations that computers ofl'er to catalogers.
Read {iom another perspective, however,
the problems found in having computers
DEFINING EXTNNT SYSTEMS
creale cataloging might be i'ndicat'ive of
the problems catalogers themselves face.
This might be particularly true {br novice
catalogers and students of cataloging.
Caialoging standards are an JssJntial
part of the knowledge base for the cataexpert systemsinclude a knowledge base,
Ioging process. They state the purpose,
arr inference engine, an interf'ace, and a
procedure, and resultsofthe process.The
most important standards used in catalog- *eeneral database.Each is described below.
The knowledgebase is where human
ine in the United States are the Angl6-Arnerican Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed. expertise is organized and stored. This
(AACRZ) and the documentation that
ba--secontains flcts and heuristics of the
domain of expertise. In the case of autosupports the MAchine-Readable Cataloging lbrmat (MARC). These are supple- mated catalolging, the knowledge base
would contain the current cataloging
mented by national and local written policies and guidelines as well as by the
rules and modifications {br local practice
unwritten practices and policies oflibraras well as the experience ofcatalogers.
Theinference engine enables the fbries, library systems, and bibliographic
utilities. Catalogers must learn and mas- malized decision-mahng process. It
ter all of these in order to perfbrm their
makes use of the knowledge base to enjobs successfully.
able the systemto perform like an expert.
The purpose of a catalog is to create a The ensine infers results based on the
surrogate ofa document to support access stored knowledge.
The interface supports communicato that document. A variety of document
formats are represented in library cata- tion between humans and the system.
logs. Document characteristics,in combiUsually, the interface has three componation with expected retrieval needs, nents. First, a user inter(bce enables comshould determine what is contained in the
munication with the user (the cataloger
catalog record. Catalogers learn to idenwho uses the system). Second, a develti{y those characteristics, interpret them
opers interfbce assists the knowledge
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engineer (the person who develops the
expert system) and makes the development of ihe systempossible.Third, an Jxternal interface provides for data exchange with external sources (".g.,
authorityffles or classilication schedules).
The general dntabase keeps track of
the current problem and records all the
relevant data and steps in the process.
Expert systems have shown a great
deal of potential in the cataloging iuena
for several reasons:
o Human catalogers can be reassigned
from routine tasks to work on more exciting and creative tasks. Thus, catalogers could leave simpler items to the
expert system and work primarily with
documents that are more difftcult to
catalog. Similarly, greater resources
might be dedicated to other cataloging tasks such as enhancement ofsu6ject access.
o Expertise, which is rare and difftcult
to acquire, could be archived and
saved {br the future. When experienced catalogers leave a library, expert systemscould be used as consultants or even as sources oftraining for
less-experiencedcolleagues.
o Expertise could be distributed more
widely and used more rea&ly. In contrast to human experts, expert systems
could be used 24 hours a day by multiple users at different sites.'
o Critical examination ol' the decision
process could be enhanced. The anal-

r

logical steps in the workflow that were
not obvious before.
Full understanding of all parts ofthe

been impeded by a number of challenging obstacles:
. The building of an expert system requires a substantial amount of time
and work from the builders ofthe system (the knowledge engineers) and
from the experts in the particular domain (here, experienced catalogers).
. The expert system's domain needs to
be carefullv chosen within a narrow
and well-defined area if the system is
to be reliable. Despite original hopes,
researchers have found that descriptive cataloging is too broad a domaih.
Although cataloging rules exist, they
have not proven suflicient lbr accurate cataloging. Researchers have also
{bund that cataloging rules are difficult to transf'er into a knowledge base.
In studies. it has been indicated that
only when cataloging is divided into
small subdomains will the resulting
expert system be successful.
. Knowledge engineers, who are responsible for preparing the computerized version of the human expert,
need to know the computer system
well. They also need to be {'amiliar
with the expert domain in order for
the required knowledge to be represented in the system in a meaningful
and usef'ul way.
. Knowledge
who are also responsible lbr"ng.t""tr,
acquiring knowledge from
human experts, frequendy have been
unable to get those experts to express
completely what they think and do.
To explore more fully the potential of
expert systems for use in cataloging operations, we reviewed 25 years ofresearch.
The studies examined yield important
information on the fundamentd rLquirements for designing the essential knowledge base lbr creating a standard cataloging record.
Pnororyrp

pert systemswould seem to be the obvious cataloger's tool of the {uture. However, the realization of this ambition has

ExrBnr

Sysreus

Davies and James(1984) were the {irst to
investigate the feasibility o{'creating an
expert system for cataloging. They tried
to develop a system that would provide a
complete catalog entry (computer record
or catalog card). Their system required a
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cataloger to choose options liom a menu
about the type of publication under consideration and accesspoints. Afier a series
ol'questions about the publication, the
system of{'ered a template, called a frame,
{br the cataloger to record the remaining
data for bibliographic description. Davies
and James fbund their system very complex and di{iicult to manage. Two main
reasons were identified: (I) AACR2 is
very complex; and (2) the general database, which kept track of the current
problem, needed more space than their
computer systems was able to provide at
that time. In essence,the cataloging process was more complex than the existing
technolory availablewas able to manage.
Davies (1987) explained further how
{rames could be used in cataloging
i incatalogine to
{'er and complete particular {ields in a
MARC record. He believed such a system
should be able to infer who the publisher
was {iom the International Standard
Book Number (ISBN) and provide the
complete publisher element. This could
reduce some routine typing and typographical errors. Although not speciffcally stated by Davies, it is clear that accuracy-particularly
in spelling-is vital.
Errors in these areas are not trivial for
they can have substantial impact on later
retrieval. A good expert system would
support the cataloging process with editing input.
Cataloging expertise, however, olten
lies in the choice ofappropriate rules lbr
bibliographic description and the choice
of accesspoints rather than in the simpler
in{'erence of publisher or the consistent
spelling of words. The system created by
Davies and fames was intended to guide
catalogers through the construction ofthe
bibliographic record by providing rules
relevant to each particular element ofthe
description. Ultimately, this was fbund to
be too complex {br computer systems of
the early 1980s.
While Davies and |ames worked on
their system, Hjerppe and Olander
(1989) built the Expert System for Simple
Choice of Access Points for Entries
(ESSCAPE). Hjerype and Olander's system asked questions relevant to access
points and the cataloger answered them.
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This interaction resulted in the system
suggesting the AACR2 rule number appropriate fbr given situations. Hjerppe
i.trd Olander eientuallv abandoned irirther development of this system because
they concluded that AACR2 alone was
not suf{icient to allow fbr the automatic
decision making in the selecting of access
points. They found that human interpretation was essential because the cataloging rules were neither self-contained nor
clearly formulated.
Evidently, the experience of catalogers enables them to develop more specific
rules to given situations than are provided
by the cataloging code fbr decision makcan lead to differiig. Varied
interpretation of the in{brences in the"ipeii"nc"
mation not provided {brbythe cataloging
rules. Dill'erent or inconsistent inl'erences for missing infbrmation can result
in inconsistent catalog records.
Gibb and Sharif(1988) alsocreated an

ate AACR2 rule. Based on their experience, Gibb and Sharif commented that
using onlyAACM as a lnowledge source
was appropriate. This would allow the
lengthy process o{' knowledge acquisition
Irom experts to be bypassed and avoid
personal bias. Gibb and Sharifsuggested
that the system was particularly useful for
training new catalogers.
Gibb and Sharif's optimistic conclusions contradict those ol'Hjerppe and
Olander. This di{Terence may be due to
difl'erent expectations. Hjerppe and
Olander were looking {br a system that
used AACR2 to generate correct access
points for the variety of items encountered in a real environment, and concluded thzt AACR2 was insufficient {br
this purpose. Gibb and Sharif, on the
other hand, developed a system for the accurate use ol'AACR2 and were in general
less concerned with cases in which those
rules did not give su{Iicient guidance.
If cataloging is so complex, it seems
reasonable to expect that a successful system might better be limited to addressing
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specilic document types. This would likely
result in f'ewerrules being required to make
the system operational. Ercegovac (1990)
and Ercegovac and Borko (1992) {blIowed this approach and created a
semi-automatic cataloging advisor to assist catalogers in the cataloging of maps.
Their system, "Mapper," helped catalogers establish main entry, title statement,
statement of responsibility, publisher,
place, and year ol publication. Their expert system differed from previous efforts
because the developers incorporated
principles {iom:
o the system'sper{brmance testing;
. user interface design;
o difl'erent sources of knowledge {br the
development of the knowledge base;
.

knowledge elicitation methods to gain
the necessary larowledge from map
cataloging experts (Ercegovac 1990).
Ercegovac's method {br system perfbrmance evaluation was to examine the results (the catalog records) and the user interf'ace. Catalog records produced
through Mapper were compared to the
catalog records for the same maps prepared by the Library of Congress (LC).
This standard for comparison was chosen
because LC records are often treated as
the U.S. national standard for quality cataloging. Although tested on only a small
sample oI'maps, Mapper per{brmed well
and its user interface was well accepted by
its users.Overall, itwas perceived ashelpful. easv to learn and f'ast.
Davies and fames (1984) used cataloging rules and local guidelines assources o{'
expertise while Gibb and Sharif (1988)
and Hjerppe and Olander (1989) used
di{I'erent parts of cataloging rules and,
very likely, theirown personalknowledee,
althouqhihis is not mLntioned in theirieports. All commented on the weaknesses
of cataloging rules and the adjustments
that would be necessary to implement
them in the knowledge base of an expert
system. Ercegovac (1990) showed how to
overcome these weaknesses with additional sources of expertise. First, one
must observe comm6n {'eatures of the
documents. The printed logos, number
codes, and the {bld of a map can give clues

to its producer. Second, one must interview experienced catalogers about their
understanding ofdocuments and the processol'map cataloging. Because the rules
don't clearly identify the bodies responsible fbr a map, that information was gathered from catalogers and developed into a
definition. Additiondly, Ercegovac inquired about the experts' approach to cataloging and the cataloging process.
One area ofcataloging that novice catalogers must master is knowledge ol'the
sequence of appropriate cataloging rules
to use in particular cases. Each of the
expert systems guided the cataloger
through a sequence ofquestions, suggesting the appropriate rule but requiring the
cataloger to provide the necessary bibliographic data. This cooperation resulted in
the creation of a partial or complete bibIiographic record. Davies (1987) later
suggested that cataloging systems inter{'acescould provide assistancewith templates by intelpreting some data across
diff'erent fields o{'the record. Interl'aces
could also assist by prompting catalogers
Ibr required datalbllowing an established
pattern of rule sequences.
It appears obvious {rom these research efforts that traditional cataloging
is successful because it incorporates
printed standards, national and local policies (written and unwritten), and the experience and knowledge ol'the cataloger.
It is very Iikely that in order lbr an expert
system to be successful it must incorporate all these elements.These also are areas that novice catalogers need to master
over time through acquisition of experience. Library and infbrmation science
programs can usually provide some instruction on rules and document characteristics, but rarely are able to provide the
development of an experience base at a
level sufficient {br quality cataloging.
It may come as a surprise that the development of expert systems essentially
ends with these described prototype
systems. The basic unit of an expert system for cataloging still has not been
resolved-that is, the strucfure and organization of the cataloging rules appropriate for computer use. Without that fundamental unit in place, the tedious and
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expensiveprocess of cataloging knowledge
acquisition for developing the knowledge
base seems to lead to no usable product.
Although Ercegovac (1990) demonstrated how an expert system could overcome the dif{iculties of the cataloging
rules and incorporate appropriate expert
lcnowledge, no one has reported that they
have resumed the development of expert
cataloging systems. It appears that catalogers and library managers both perceive
other avenues as easier and more reasonable ways to reduce the human e{fort and
thus the cost ofcataloging. Efforts such as
outsourcing of cataloging and the development of cataloging workstations seem
to have taken the place of a fully matured
expert system.
Recently, researchers and developers
have Ibcused on the improvement of the
cataloger's tools, e.g. catalogers workstation (Brisson I995a; 1995b). In this approach, advances in computer technolog;r-liom dedicated terminals to personal
computers-are predominantly used to
benelit humanwork pattems. At ffrst these
workstations were onlyable to handle one
task at a time, but eventually were improved to allow the use of muitiple applications simultaneously. The major advantage of these workstations is that
catalogers can access electronic versions
of cataloging resources. Although such
workstations are very use{'uland bring immediate bene{its to the catalogers, they
do not reduce the intellectual effort in the
cataloging process, which continues to be
the catalogers' responsibility.
Crrerocrnc

RULES

While some researchers tried to build
prototFpe expert systems and {bund it difficult to implement cataloging rules in
these systems,others were interested in
the lunction and structure of the rules.
This is a narrower yet vital part of a comprehensive cataloging expert system development because it is an essential part
of a knowledge base. Difl'erent chapters
ofthe cataloging rules have been studied
from a variety of perspectives, with the
common pu{pose of enhancing their understanding and suggesting how the nrles

could be improved in {'urther editions.
Svenonius and Molto (1990), Davies
(1992), and Weibel (1992) prepared extensive reviews of automated descriptive
cataloging and related research. They
point to Sandberg-Fox (1972) as the ffrst
io work on thii topic. Sandberg-Fox

implementation in a computer environ*"-nt. Giu"n the problems-that the prototype expert systehs encountered and the
J&"t""ots oi'researchers on their dif{iAACM,
culties with implementing
Sandberg-Fox's result suggeststhat these
problems were already present in previous editions ofthe cataloging rules.
Jeng (1991a) analyzed chapter I (General Rules) of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed., 1988 revision
(AACEZR), to identi{y the deftnition and
{'unctions of a rule. For the use of rules in
cataloging monographs she created condition/action pairs fbr rules from chapters I
and 2 (rule 1.0A1, Sourcesof Information,
to nrle 1.1G4, Items Lachng a Collective
Title, and rule 2.0A1, Scope,to rule 2.1G2,
Relationship Between Statement of Responsibiliw and Works in an Item that
iacks a iollective Title) into 77 condrtion/action pairs. This process would be
necessaryto implement cataloging rules in
the knowledge base of an expert system.
Further, in a sample of 50 title pages,
Jeng identilied which rules were applicable and how frequently they would have
been used. She determined only 13 ofthe
77 condition/action pairs were applied to
every title page in the sample, while more
than half of the condition/action pairs
were never applied. For the Rule I.0C1,
which was divided into 25 condition/
action pairs, only 3 pairs were applicable
to all the title pages in the study. Although
the sample of title pages was small, the
results suggest that the rules may not be
equally applicable, with some being general and some very specific. We feel that
{br a much larger sample of documents in
a limited domain it could be anticipated
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that not all the rules would need to be implemented, thus making the knowledge
base ol'a system somewhat more manageable. While the lindings of some researchers agree with Jeng's, others have found
the contrary-in some cases more rules
would be necessarybecause of the spe'
cialized role ofthe rarelv used rules.
M eador and Wittig ( l'991 ) studied how
{iequently the rules used {br choosing accesspoints in AACR2 (chapter 21), were
applied to books in chemistry and economics. In their experiment, only 12 of
143 rules in that chapter were used on a
sample of 30 items lrom each discipline.
The-authors concluded that, although the
core rules were difl'erent for each-discipline, the same expert system could work
Ibr both because:'(1)a'small number of
rules was used in total, and (2) rules used
{br economics represented a subset ol'
rules used Ibr chemistrv. This studv. although on a small r"-pi", indtcateJ ihat

expert system to assist catalogers with
personal name authority work. Implehenting onlyAACR2R chapter 22 (Headings for Persons) proved insullicient.
Weiss fbund that to construct personal
name headings correctly, the expert
knowled€e of experienced catalogers was
required fbr the correct translation of

extensive experience in the application of
these rules.
The results of Jeng's (1991a) and
Meador and Wittig's (1991) stu&es point
in the same direction. Becausethe entire

clusion of other rules does not Iead to
problems, perhapsonlythat smaller set of
important rules needs to be implemented
in an expert system. Weiss's (1994) ftndings do not appear to support this conclusion, however. These contrasting results
show that using a subset of rules in a cataloging expert system needs to be studied
more lully. One way to address this problem might be to develop a knowledge
base using the subset of important rules
to identi{y problems that arise. Judging
Iiom the results ofprototype expert systems, it is clear that there is some subjective interpretation ofcataloging rules because of missing information
or
insufficient guidance in the rules. Moreover, in the studies cited, the issue ofresearcher bias is not addressed, and its e{'{'ect is undetermined.
Clearly, there are some difliculties
with the logical structure of cataloging
rules. Hjerppe and Olander (1989),
Ercegovac (1990), Jeng (1991a), and
Weiss (1994) all commented on problems
with inconsistent, contradictory, insu{Iicient, and redundant informaiion contained in the rules. Fidel and Crandall
(1988) examined AACR2 {iom a generalized database approach, using the entity-relationship model. They categorized nrles into six types: (l) content; (2)
establishing entities, relationships, or attributes; (3) authorized sources; (a) domain; (5) {brmat; and (6) accesspoints.
They demonstrated that the current arrangement of AACR2 scatters rules of the
same category in different parts of the
text and also mixed di{Ierent cateEories
into the samerule. They believed thit this
adds to the confusion of what are and
what are not conceptual rules. They suggested that systematic investigation ofthe
structure and {unction of the rule.swould
be possible with the entity-relationship
model.
Taniguchi (f 996) built a protoq?e expert system {br analyzing AACR2R. This
system was designed to analyze the internal structure ofthe rules and the relationships among them. The first phase of the
analysis in this system, a manual one, was
a transfbrmation ofcataloging rules from
natural language into a more {brmal,
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structured Ianguage that a computer sys- may not be per{'ect or be able to perlbrm
^experts,
anilysis indlpendent of human
tem could process.The next phase,acombut it off'ers a way to gain a deeper and
puterized approach, involved the normalmore systematicunderstanding of human
ization of rules, i.e., converting a rule
experti' own reasoning, inchiding their
Iiom its still relatively natural, but already
strengths and limitations.
structured form, into an entirely matheIn-these stu&es of AACRZ, researchmatical, logical form (condition/action
pairs). The third phaseofTaniguchi's sys- ers have indicated how, and why, it is difficult to "teach" a computer how to catalog.
iem involved testine of'a rulJ with rule
templates. These irle templates were This should come as no surprise to instructors of cataloging, who encounter
skeletal schemes that provided the very
basic structures ol'rules. They consisted the need to convey document patterns
and the intricacy of what is stated in the
ofthe characteristics,i.e., the variable inrules, and (equally as important) what is
formation of condition/action pairs, necnot stated in the rules to their students.
essary{br logical functioning and verification of information for all the necessary Complicatinq all these instructional chalcomponents. Three types of templates lenges ate th'e dilferent lif'e experiences
were developed: (1) fordescriptive rules, that the students bring to cataloging pro(2) fbr definition rules, and (3) for organicess. Much of the "artistry" of teaching
cataloging seemsto lie in teaching how to
zation rules.
searctr for clues that provide a basis for
It seems reasonable to expect that
the creation of an appropriate biblioTaniguchi's first phase was rather subjecgraphic description. Such clues often are
tive, given that rules can be interpreted
F",ttrd itr the cbmbination and context of
di{Ierently by diff'erent people. As a consequence, the second and subsequent the bibliographic elements in a document
and the citalbging rules and their interphases could then have di{ferent results
pretations appropriate- to the situation.
as well. Yet, these diflerences might illusThe question arises of how this artistry
trate the missing information in the rules,
can be formalized in an expert system.
which might lead to improvements in rule
structure.
There are different views on the categorization of cataloging rules. While
Taniguchit three categories ofrules were
description, de{inition, and organization,
jeng (1991a)listed five categories:definiman experts.
tion, description, organization, identi{ication of the source of in{brmation, and
CHoIcE AND FORM OF ACCESSPOINTS
transcription. Fidel and Crandall (1988)
speci{ied six categories: content; establishing entities, relationships or attributes; authorized sources;domain; format;
and accesspoints. Taniguchi (1996) expresseda need for consensuson this issue
as a condition {br success of anv analvsis
been a special area of inquiry from two
and suggested that the p.oposed syri"oflered an appropriate method that could
DersDectives. First, they have {brmed a
iubr"t ofrt,rdies ofcataioging rules. Sechelp with developing less ambiguous and
ond, accesspoints have been studiedwith
more consistent rules.
a view towlrd better control of what
Although one might argue that human
would be one part of a comprehensive exreasoning is diff'erent from computer processing, the computerization of a process pert cataloging system. Such a system
of{'ers a way for people to organize their
ivould incofrroiate automatic reading of
thoughts and produce a more systematic parts of documents to produce data for
assessmentof their own work. The system the creation of accesspoints.
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Svenonius, Baughman, and Molto
(1986) reported studies ofautomatic recognition of names and titles on the title
page. Their purpose was to identi{y the
possibilities of simplifying the determination of name access points. Their work
made the assumption that optical character recognition (OCR) was advanced
enough to identif text on title pages accurately. They investigated responiibility
statements in a sample of 400 monographs from an academic library. All the
documents were in English.' Author
names most frequently appeared on title
pages, preliminaries, and tables of contents (387oof the 1,310 author names in
the sample). Tables ofcontents contained
the largest share of all names (66Voof the
total 2,536 names). However, the researchers f'urther found that manv of the
personal and corporate names tiat appeared on title pages, preliminaries and
tables of contents were neither authors
nor people or bodies whose function was
related to authorship.
Svenonius and Molto (1990) investi-

or were incorrectly recognized. Molto
and Svenonius suggested that their rules
fbr establishing name access points and
the graphic presentation in the documents contributed to the incorrect or
{'ailed recognition.
The state of OCR technology at the
time oI'these tests could not reliably interpret text for cataloging pu{poses.
Problems arose due to the {unction of
names and the artistic design employed in
the documents. Systems have difficulties
identifying the function of some authors.
While illustrators and translators are usually clearly credited, the roles of editors,
compilers, and other contributors can be
harder to determine. In some casesthese
functions had to be inl'erred. Electronic
files used to produce printed texts might
be more amenable for computer interpretation. Perhaps cataloging rules need
to be more {lexible to allow the use of this
new technology.
Excluding these obstacles, two issues
emerged from the research on the auto-

name accesspoints. The successrate was
measured by the number of correctlv
identified accesspoints (all names), anl
in terms of precision (the number of cor-

narnes, 95Vo werc also chosen as access
points in LC and NLM cataloging records.
Svenonius and Molto estimated that approximately 88Vo ol the accesspoints selected by LC and NLM could be automatically derived lrom title page data.
Molto and Svenonius (1991) also investigated automatic recognition of

expert systems.Words scanned in a document need to be compared to the names
in the authority file by an expert system,
in orderto be accepted as a name, verifted
against other names, and accepted as an
accesspoint. Second,even if it were possible to identify all the appropriate names
correctly and their curr6rit {irrm automatically, the ability to distinguish different
{unctions of authorship remains a challenge. A mechanism is'needed to distinguish among writers, translators, e&tors,
and numerous other people who appear
on the document and'ate terponribL in
difTerentways and degreeslbr iis creation.
Both of these are majorimpediments
to blilding expert catalogingiystems
as
'everyday
well as a*chillenge for- th"e
work of catalogeri. The identifi;tio;
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and interpretation of bibliographic data
in a document is the underlying shll. The
"Iuzzy' we of language,which posessuch
dilficulties {br computer systems, is less
problematic {br people. Catalogers must
fudqe the importance of names and titles
"applaring
on the document and decide
which should be chosen as access points
and which should be disregarded. This is
where experience plays a crucial role.
Here the cataloger finds the organization
and layout of the document help{ul,
whereas an expert cataloging system {inds
them problematic.
DoCUMENT CHAnAcrERrsrrcs
There are linguistic characteristics most
people use without much thought, but an
expert system must be programmed to
reiognize them. Many catalogers know
that terms Iike "Associate Professor of
Clinical Medicine" appearing under a
name is not a title of the book but rather a
person's afliliation. People I'amiliar with
American culture know that "Washington" can ref'er to a city, a U.S. state, or a
personal or corporate name. These people can easily distinguish through context
which "Washington" is meant. The challenge to the expert systems is to interpret
that context properly.
Stu&es ofvisual and linguistic characteristics of documents are extremely important in building expert systems.Thirty
years ago, Kilgour (1969) suggested the
automatic extraction of bibliographic data
{rom documents. Researchersofthis operation still encounter &f'ftculties of technological limitations similar to those researching prototype expert systems.
Although the optical reading of catalog
cards lbr their conversion into database
records has had good results,OCR equipment is not yet sufficiently developed to
create catalog records from original documents. Two characteristics ol' documents
add to the task'sdif{iculv One is the indeterminate nature of ianguage, *hich
poses relatively little problem to speakers
of the language, but is dilficult to {brmalize for a computer system. The other is
the graphic design of documents. Although design can be diverse, catalogers

interprecanensuremore homogeneous
tation of datain documents.
that title pages
Jeng(1986)suggested
tend to have structure, which could be
used{br automateddatarecognition.She
defineda "block" (oneor morewordsseparatedfiom other blocksbyblank vertical
space)as a basic unit oi analysis.She
found that blocks have two characteris-

ementsthat appearedwere prepositions
(II7o), initials(initialsin namesor abbreviations) (77o),articles (67a),adiectives
(57o),coniunctio$ (4Eo),andverbs(47a).
Sheexaminedthe occurrenceofthese elementsin dif{'erentblocks on title pages
(e.g.,titles,othertitle infbrmation,statepublisher).
ment of responsibility,
Ieng (1991b)continled her research
on title pages,concentrating-ontheir visual chalacteristics.On the basisof {re-
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system for descriptive cataloging. For
Mapper, she interviewed experts to devise additional rules for the knowledge
base to supplement situations in cases
where AACR2R provided insu{ficient detail. She studied the characteristics of
printed maps and interviewed experts
about common characteristics of these
maps in order to create a lcnowledge base.
In a later paper, Ercegovac (f992) discussed observation techniques she used
in the development of Mapper. lnterviews and surveys were used in addition to
the careful study ofthe characteristics of
maps. The lirst two approaches were designed to elicit details about the data necessary for map cataloging. For instance,
questions were asked about deftnitions of
authorship and publishing data, and a
ranking of specific responsibility functions. This enabled her to understand this
narrow lield in detail and successfully imitate expert catalogers in a computerized
system.
Jeng (1992b, 184) defined expertiseas
"the high degree of skills, dexterity, or
knowledge ol'a specific subject area." In
that study, inwhich she stu&ed cataloging
expertise and the transl'er of that expertise, she interviewed the head of the cataIoging department and three prol'essional
catalogers at National Agricultural Library (NAL). Documentation related to
the cataloging process and iob descriptions was also gathered. feng concluded
that people doing the lowest ranked tasks
have the least expertise, that transferring
expertise is well Ibrmalized in NAL. and
that inlbrmal cooperation among catalogers was also common. Jeng emphasized
that learning {iom questiois tliat arose
during regular workflow is the most common method {br transferring expertise.
This method would likely prove to be an
obstacle in building expert systems.
Ercegovac (1992) {bund that a focused
interview with a detailed schedule was a
better source of information about the
cataloging process than verbal reports
and associatedprotocol analysis.The focused interview is lessbiasedby the weaknessesoI'human memory. In herwork, exact questions could be asked about
authorship and the characteristics of spe-

ci{ic maps. One wonders how difficult it
would be to answer in an exact way the
questions about the cognitive processing
of how and whv someone decided to {blIow a detail on a map for determining authorship when that detail is not men-

proiect, she studied the kinds ol'knowlidge and skills catalogers needed, what
tasks were involved in cataloging, and
what strategies catalogers used to solve
specific problems. She used multiple
methods: (1) a questionnaire, (2) a selfadministered verbal report of cataloging
sessions,(3) verbal protocols of sessions
in which catalogers were asked to "think
aloud" during the process and the researcher observed the process, and (+)
verbal protocols of training sessions in
which the researcher was taught by a senior cataloger. jeng did not present the
result ofthis research, but she illustrated
her research methods with examples of
the work process of two catalogers.
Workflow wa^sfound to be in{luenced by
the workscreen. One catalogert problem-solving stratery was to leave a di{ficult decision until the end of the task,
while the other solved the problem when
it occurred. Little explanation was provided in her report about the cognitive
processof decision making. The two cataiogers used standard catlaloging knowledge lbr their work and problem solving
techniques. The report ofthe catalogers'
work did not mention the use of knowledge beyond cataloging rules.
Ercegovac(1992) and Jeng (1997) suggest that knowledge of cataloging rules
and procedures-as well as knowledge of
cataloging systems-are necessary.Some
specific lcrowledge, which is notwritten in
cataloging rules or policies but is part of an
oral tradition among catalogers in the
same environment, is also necessary.This
knowledge needs to be supplemented
with general knowledge. The unwritten
rules and general knowledge that assistin
problem solving needs {urther research.
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Dilferent strategies of employing this
knowledge in solving cataloging problems
are used by different catalogers.
The di{ferent aspects ol' cataloging
expertise likely will require different
research
approaches. While
selfadministered reports might be useful in
studying the mechanics ofcataloging procedures, observations and teaching sessions might be more useful for obtaining
reasons {br particular steps in the procedures. While questionnaires might be
useful for learning about certain concepts
in the cataloging process, they are useless
if catalogers are not aware of those concepts. Dif{'erent documents are examined
and described in bibliographic records
containing difl'erent dat"a. in the same
way, difl'erent kinds of processesand categories ofknowledge need to be examined
and described difl'erently. Catalogers
need to employtheir long tradition of categorization of data, enriched with related
&sciplines, on the cataloging process to
develop mechanisms fbr systematic representation of their expert knowledge.
SuuumrzBo

lurrrcetloNs

In this paper, we have reviewed 25years
ofwork and thinking in the area ofthe use
of computers to create cataloging records. Particular attention was paid to the
types of knowledge necessary for these
systems and to the problems with contents of the knowledge base. Have we
found any clues about the missing pebbles fbr the mosaic of the cataloging expertise? We believe we have. Here are
some clues fbund in the literature we reviewed:
o Comprehensive cataloging systems
(i.e., those that cover all catalogingoperations and all document fbrmats)
are too complex to develop either in
research projects or {br work environment.
o Reporting successesand failures in
the knouledge acquisition for these
protoq/pe systemshas been as important for the development of the discipline as successes and f'ailures in
actual development and implementation of the expert systemsthemselves.

.

Some cataloging tasks seem to be
more amenable to automation than
others. Such tasks seem to have routine procedures. Standardization of
such procedures could aid in the development of expert systems fbr the
automatic generation of the content
of the cataloging records. Such standardization would also be beneficial
for the education ofthe students and
new catalogers.
c AACR2 has been {bund to be problematic primarily because: (I) of the
inconsistent logical structure of the
rules; and (2) the information required to make cataloging decisions is
missing in the rules. Difliculties arising from those problems are troublesome not only {br the expert systems,
but also fbr human experts.
o Characteristics of documents are important in developing expert systems
that could automatically derive bibliographic data from the document.
These same characteristics are use{'ul
to human catalogers. Researchers
have lbund some patterns in the characteristics that would help both.
. Systems and people are {'airly successful in recognizing personal names.
The difficulty lies in deciding about
the role of a particular name in the
generation and production ofthe document.
We wish to add some more reflection
on each of the six clues fbr the missing
pebbles byreturningto each individually.
Initial optimism that theoretical research in building expert systems would
help with the complex task of descriptive
cataloging dissolved quickly under the
disappointing performance of prototype
systems.These complex and comprehensive systems were generally not successful. Researchersthen {bcused on smaller,
narrower areas, in which more understanding and less variability existed. This
resulted in some success.
Few researcherswho built prototype
expert systems have reported on actually
eliciting knowledge fiom human experts, but they have noted that rules can
be appropriately interpreted only by expert catalogers. Information contained in
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cataloging rules has been shown to be insufficient by themselves for making cataloging decisions. Rather, catalogers base
many decisions on information acquired
thorough experience. Because this information is subiective and varies at different levels of expertise, cataloging results
also vary. This subjectivity may result in
inconsistent catalog records and calls for
greater standardization.
One approach toward improving consistency could be the standardization of
cataloging procedures for particular types
of documents. It seemsreasonableto believe that some types oI'documents consistently require the use ofcertarn procedures. For example, some items require
the use ofcertain sequencesofrules to be
consistently applied. These procedures
may involve use of some external knowledge. Ifthese casescould have the external knowledge captured, they might be
amenable to formalization in a knowledge
base. Several benelits could result. First,
more consistent decisions and more homogeneous catalog records could be provided. Second, new catalogers could
study and understand in detail all the
steps and details in the process. A third
benefit would be the storage and documentation of the expertise.
Problems using AACR2 as the source
of knowledge have lead to the investigation of cataloging rules. The structure of
rules, their r6lationships, and the function and use ofindividual rules and chapters have been studied by a number ofresearchers. Each has concluded that

reason to improve the rules. It is clear
trom prototype system development that
there is some subjective interpretation of
cataloging rules because of missing information. More systematic and consistent
rules could result in easier work for cata-

logers, who could spend less effort on in{'erring the missing or contradictoryinformation. More consistent catalog records
could result if there are fewer individual
decisions. These are also areasthat would
require more emphasis in the education
of new catalogers. Instruction in the use of
cataloging rules should be complemented
with an examination of inconsistencies and
gaps in the rules. Strategies commonly
catalogers ciuld be used tb
ir'"d by
illustrate"*p"rt
problems and help novices understand the kind of extemal knowledge
they need to employ in certain situations.
Librarv and information science teachers
might ihen better prepare students to catalog in real environments.
Some researchers have studied the
characteristics of documents and experimented with automatic recognition of
data {rom the document. In their work,
they all made the assumption that luture
OCR technolory will be able to correctly
read title pages regardless ofgraphic design variations. Some also suggested that
th"eelectronic version of the ["rinted title
page should be accepted as the primary
source of inlbrmation. Results in this area
have been quite encouraging. More than
half of personal names, cor?orate names,
and title accesspoints could be automatically assigned in the English-language
monographs that were tested.
Two major problems exist with the accurate automatic identification of names:
(1) names need to be included in the
knowledge baseand (2) types ofresponsibilities need to be distinguished. These
two areas also need to be mastered by beginning catalogers. While knowledge of
names mostly comes liom the cataloger's
personal hrowledge, types of responsibilities are learned in cataloging courses and
through experience. Knowledge of which
names are associatedwith the creation of
a document and where they appear in a
document is one of the basic shlls cataIogers need to master. It is one closely associated with the knowledge of visual
characteristics of documents.
Understanding visual document characteristics might help with cataloging when
catalogers are not I'amiliar with the culture
and language of the document, provided
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that these visual clues are not culturally
based. Idenufication of these characteriitics could help catalogers lind and interpret
the necessary bibliographic data.
The research we have reviewed here
has covered cataloging expertise and the
catalo$ng process. Understanding the
decision process is as important as understanding sources, rules, or building cataloger-fiiendly inter{'aces on workstations.
Un{brtunately, these researchers seem to
have contributed little to the real working
environments and procedures of catalogl
ers. While significant progress has been
made in the development of cataloging
workstations, which make multiple cataloging tools available for simultaneous
consultation on the computer screens,
they continue to leave the challenging
and dilficult intellectual work entirely to
the cataloger.
CoNcLUsIoNs
From the studies presented one can conclude that catalogers invest sigri{icant intellectual e{Ibrt in the interpretation of
cataloging rules and in the interpretation
of document characteristics. They Iearn
from their own experience and {rom experienced colleagues how to master these
two tasks. The intelpretation ofthe rules
likely depends both on the general knowledge and the expertise of the cataloger.
Expert knowledge comes from formal ed-

and social interactions in the community.
Although these aspectswere not stu&ed,
a systematic approach to the individual interpretations of the rules might result in
easier work and in more consistent decisions. Consistency and clarity of catalog
records is, a{ter all, the main goal of all
catalogers, as they try to provide the most
relevant and accurate in{brmation about
sources to the users.
What must a student interested in entering the cataloging specialty learn to begin thejourneyto becoming an expert cat-

aloger? The research in prototype expert
systems has demonstrated that knowledge of the cataloging rules is not suflicient. It was shown that there are several
missing pebbles from the mosaic of cataloging expertise. The ability to interpret
cataloging rules is one important area. An
example of this {brm oI'interpretation is
represented to a limited degree by Llbrary of Congress Rule lnterpretutiorts
(LCRI).In addition, a high degree of experience and common sense has to be
employed to make the necessary judgments called {br by the rules.
Another area io be addressed is the
sequenceof the rules in the system. Certainlv there are manv documents that
{bllow the same rule pattern. Some of
these patterns are taught in cataloging
classes.Others, less common, are only
mastered with experience, while a few
always require innovative approaches to
rule application.
Cataloging workstations currently utiIize relatively rudimentary knowledge
technology. For documents, which {bllow
certain patterns, these workstations could
assist by providing templates, such as in{'erring the publisher fiom the ISBN, as
suggested by Davies (1987). Molto and
Svenonius(1998) proposed an interf'acefor
the online version of AACR2Rwhich would
make the use of this basic tool easier.Perhaps the electronic version ofAACR2R will
begin realize this hope. Certainly linking
the LCRI md AACB2R within these
workstationswould be a useful tool fbr catalogers.Again, the Catalogert Desktop liom
LC offer some hope lbr optimism.
Access points are essential in the eflicient retrieval of documents. The identiIication of names, titles, and functions as
well as ranking their importance is necessary.Experiments have demonstrated that
many accesspoints and their proper headings for personal names could be automatically generated. These decision criteria
do not come easily.Instead they are the result of multiple dncounters with cataloging
rules. Some criteria are suggested in
AACMRandLCRI, while others are not.
Essentially, students aspiring to the
cataloging specialty cannot reasonably be
expected to be taught all the solutions to
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problems they may encounter. Rather,
their instruction, in addition to providing
the basic building blocks of cataloging
(i.e., rules), must concentrate on developing problem solving skills which will allow
them to enhance their cataloging experience base.
Catalogers have demonstrated that
they can, and want to, use computers in
the best ways possible. At the moment,
however, some aspects of their work are
more amenable than others to the employrnent of this tool. This does not mean,
however, that we should not continue to
try to understand and formalize the cataloging process further. Knowledge acquisition methods of{'er a systematic inquiry
into the cataloging expertise. A thorough
understanding ol'the mental processesinvolved in cataloging offers not only a tool
for developing expert systems,but also {br
rationalization of our own work. Systematic processes are easier to Iearn and the
transition from novice to an expert is
therelbre
smoother. Such approach
should appeal to the catalogers, who are
traditionally regarded as systematic organizers of materials and information, and
to all those who are concerned with the
quality of library catalogs.
Considering the research and developments to date, it is apparent that the expert knowledge base continues*and will
likely continue-to reside with the cataloger. The new tools that might reduce
the cataloger's other burdens are not
likely to reduce the need for human expert intervention in the cataloging process. This expert knowledge continues to
be the domain of the cataloger, who provides the missing pebbles for the mosaic
of cataloging expertise.
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the LC Pinyin conoersion project takes place around the year 2000 to preoent
headingsfrombeingdistorteilfurther
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fapanese-Korean) data in 1996 (Eastlib
Discussion List 1997).
While the East Asian library community is planning for the adoption of the
new standard, I will address some problems in the conversion of nonunique personal name headings that should be taken
into consideration in planning for Pinyin
conversion in order to ensure Chinese
bibliographic data integrity.
The use of avendor-supplied authority
control service at the UniversiW of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), under the
currently available software program,
generates negative results for nonunique
Chinese transliterated name headings in
bibliographic records. Nonunique na-"mes
in bibliographic records routinely are altered to the authority headings established in the LC authority {ile that are unrelated to the bibliographic records (see
figure 1). Headings with standard diacritics in the Wade-Giles system are the
most problematic. Although, in a technical
sense,the retrieval ofsuch headings is not
all'ected, the presence of multiple authors
under one romanized {brm presents two
problems: retrieval sets high in recall but
low in precision; and mispresented names
in the local catalog that, if not corrected
manually, will be distorted further in the
process ofPinyin conversion when it takes
place in a {'ew years.
NoNUNreuE CmNesr
Nl'Ivrn Hnlorucs

at least three factors: the nonapplication of
the tonal value in transliteration practice;
the use of diacritics in the Wade-Giles
transliteration scheme; and Name Authority Cooperative (NACO) authority practice and normalization.
THr Noru,errucATroN oF THE TONAL
V TUT IN TRANSLITERATIoN
PRACTICE
National standard Chinese is rich in homonyms, and is a tonal language. By applying one of the basic fbur diff'erent tones to
a Chinese syllable, a variety o(' unique
Chinese characters is generated. But in
North American cataloging practice, according to the current version ol'the
ALA-LC romanization tables. the tonal
values are ignored in transliteration of
Chinese scripts (Library of Congress
l99I). This practice groups Chinese characters that are pronounced with the same
sound but different tones under one
transliterated {brm. For example, combinations of tonal numerical marks 1,2,3,4
and the roman letters ta in tal ta2 taa ta4
represent at least four difl'erent Chinese
characters. In current LC practice, however, these four characters'are transliter'fa'in
ated into one
the authori$ and bibIiographic records.
DIACRITICSIN THE WADE-GIIes
Tn,c,Nsr,trsnATloNSCHEME

Structurally, the Wade-Giles transliteration scheme doesn't employ a unique
The term "nonunique name" in the LC
roman letter to correspond to each indiauthority {ile rel'ers to the use of one
vidual Chinese phonetic sound. Instead, it
established heading lbr multiple people
uses combinations of roman letters and
who cannotbe distinsuishedfr6m one in&acritics to stand for some &stinctive
other by the fbrm of their names alone. phonetic
values. There
are four
Nonunique name authority headings diacritics-a1m, umlaut, circumflex, and
occurwhen people shareidentical name.s, breve-in
the original Wade-Giles
and additional personal data (such as scheme (Lu 1995). The mo&fied Wadebirth and death dates or other qualifiers)
Giles transliteration scheme currently
are not available at the time the heading is used by LC and East Asian libraries in th'e
established. It is common to encounter U.S. uses two diacritics, ayn (1 and umthis type of heading in LC'.s authority
laut ("), to indicate aspiration and the
records fbr all languages.
middle vowel sound. Foi example,p't'k'
Without qualiffers to the personal represent aspiration of p t k,while ri is the
name, every Chinese name transliterated
middle vowel sound to be distinguished
under the Wade-Giles scheme is subiect to
from r,l.Chinese characters that are transbecoming a nonunique headingbecauseof
literated into identical roman letters but
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LC Authority Record for Chang, Ybu
ARN: 768061
Rec stat: c

Entered:

L9820520

n
Source:
a
Enc 1v1:
z
Upd status:
> Type:
Name use: a
Mod rec:
I
Ref status:
a
Roman:
a
Subj use:
Auth status:
a
Subj:
Govt agn: I
n
Ser use: b
a
Geo subd:
n
Auth/ref:
Series:
cn
Rules:
n
Name:
b
Subdiv tp:
Ser nun:
1
01.0
n
8 2 0 7 L 2 76
tl
>
DLc +c DLc +d DLc +d DLC-R tl
040
> 2
1 9 9 4 0 4 2 8 0 6 1 2 s 3 . 4n
00s
> 3
100 10 Chang, Yu n
> 4
400 10 zhang, Yu n
> 5
5
400 10 zhang, You n
>
7
400 10 Chang, Xung-li
X
>
I
500 10 Chou, Heng tl
>
lai hung ...
570
of Y"un Tai-ying
9
>
I !t
[Editor
lai hung ch"u yen Iu, 1981
Y"un, T.Y. Y"un Tai-ying
670
> 10
(a,e. ) +b t.p.
(Chang Y u) n
670
of Hsiao tang chia]
tl
> 11
[Author
..
(chang Y o) n
His Hsiao tang chia,
1969: +b t.p.
670
> L2
j
e
n
t
'
a
l
W
e
n
c
h
i
c
h
'
i
i ti
wu
I
670
> 13
[Author of
!t
670
ttis Wen i ti jen wu ctli ctr"i t"a, 1953: +b t.P. (Chan Y"u)
> L4
p
a
n
.
.
.
H
s
i
n
k" an ching
670
> 15
] n
[Author of
p
'
i
n
g
p
a
i
c
h
i
a
n
g
p
a
n
p
'
i
c
h
e
n
g
His Hsin k'an ching
670
> 16
(chang Y"u) :tl
chuan, 1643: +b caption
of Feng hsial
670
!t
> 17
[Author
(Chang Y"u) I
His Feng hsia, 1975: +b t.p.
670
> 18
670
author of fai-tzu-tcan]
tl
> 19
[Joint
(Chang Yu) tl
1954 (a.e.) +b t.p.
Wei, M. frai-tzu-t"an,
670
> 20
I
i
]
H
u
a
n
m
i
of
ching
670
![
> 21
[Author
of Chieh chung] f
670
> 22
[Author
(Chang Y"u) !l
670
Her Chieh chung, 1985: +b t.P.
> 23
2
4
670
of Chang Y"u hsiao shuo hs"uan]
tl
>
[Author
(Chang
His Chang Y"u hsiao shuo hs"uan' 1985: +b t.P.
670
> 25

Y"u) n

> 26'670
(Her real

1983: +b t.p.

Her Huanching rni Ii,
name is Chou Heng) tl

( C h a n gY " u ) v i t a

Bibliographic Record in DRA Database Before Yendor-Supplied
Authofity Control
DBCN: AOX-3204

Entered:

04/L7 /1996

Type: a
Bib l: m Enc 1: I
Desc:
Srce: d
I11:
Audience:
Form:
Ind: 0
Fic:
I
Dat tp: s
Bio:

Modified:

04/17 /1996

Mod:
hk
Lang: chi
ctry:
Gvt:
Cnf: 0 Fst:
Cont:
Dates: 1995 Control:

a

0

005;
; a 1 9 9 5 0 4 1 0 1 7 1 0 1 1 . 0$
010;
io 323760L7 $
020i
;a 9624474249 (pbk.) : $c HK$38.00 $
040;
;a SFR $c SFR Sd JTz $d NoC $
066;
;c 91 g
090;
ia PL2837.Y76 $b c48 1995 $
092;
;a F $
100; 1 ;6 880-01 $a Chang, Y"u. $
245i LOi6 880-02 $a Chuang feng pan sha / $c Chang Y"u chu. $
250i
;6 880-03 $a Ti 2 pan. $
260i
;6 880-04 $a Hsiang-kang : $b Ch'in + yuan chtu pan she,
Sc 1995. S
300;
ia 207 p. ; $c 17 cm. $
490; I ;6 880-05 $a Chang Y"u hs"uan huan hsi lieh;
$v 18 $
500;
;a Short stories.
$
Figure

l. Example ofAuthority

Verification Process on a Nonunique Chinese Heading.
(Conti.rw.ed.on next page)
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880-06 $a Chang, y"u. gt chang y"u hs"uan huan hsi
lieh ; $v 18. S
880; 1 ;6 100-01/$1 $a t=G!:e. S
8 8 0 ; 1 0 ; 6 2 4 5 - 0 2 / $ L $ a ! W e t L c ! € 5 ! 2- / $ c t = G t : e t U N . g
880;
i5 250-03/$1 $a !os2!JH. g
880;
i6 260-04/$1 $a ta)!H$ : 9b 149+!Qz!3KtJHtNa, $c 995. $
880; 1 i6 490-05/$1 $a t=Gl:etK0tchrlil3!{;
$v 18 $
880; 1;6
800-05/$1 $a t=Gt:e. gt !=G!:e!K0!<h2li!3vs;
$v 18, $
800;

1 ;6

Bibliographic Record in DRA DatabaseAfter Yendor-Supplied
Authofitri Control
DBCN: AOx-3204

Entered:

04/L7/1996

Modified:

t/06/L997

Type: a
Bib 1: n
Enc l: I
D e s c : a Ctry: hk Lang: chi
Mod:
Srce: d
Il1:
Audience:
Form:
Cont:
cvt:
Cnf: 0 Fst:
Ind: 0 Fic:
1 Bio:
Dat tp: s
Dates:1995 Control:

0

005;
; a 1 9 9 6 0 4 1 0 1 7 1 0 1 1 . 0S
010;
;o 32376017 $
O2oi
ia 9624474249 (pbk.) : $c HKS38.00
040;
;a SFR $c SFR $d JTz $d Noc $
066;
;c $1 $
090;
ia PL2837.Y76 9b c48 199s $
O92i
;a F $
100; 1 ;6 880-01 ga Chang, yu. g
245i 70;6 880-02 ga Chuang feng pan sha / $c Chang Y"u chu. $
250;
;6 880-03 $a Ti 2 pan. $
250;
: gb Ch-in + yuan ch-u pan she,
;6 880-04 $a ttsiang-kang
$c 1995. $

300;
ia 207 p. t $c 17 cm. g
4 9 0 ; L ; 6 8 8 0 - 0 5 $ a C h a n gY u h s " u a n h u a n h s i l i e h ;
$v 18 g
500;
;a Short stories. S
g
a
y
u
.
y
"
u
g
t
800; 1 ;5 880-06
Chang,
Chang
hs"uan huan hsi
lieh ; gv 18. g
g
a
880; I ;5 100-01/$1
!=Gt:e. $
8 8 0 ; 1 0 ; 6 2 4 5 - 0 2 / $ L S a ! w e ! L c ! 0 6 ! 2- / g c ! = c t : e ! U N . g
880;
i6 250-03/$1$a !os2tJH. S
880;
i 6 2 6 0 - 0 4 / $ 1 $ a t a ) t H g : g b t 4 9 + t Q z ! 3 K ! J H ! N ag, c
1995. S
8 8 0 ; 1 i 6 4 9 0 - 0 5 / $ 1$ a ! = G ! : e t K 0 ! < h r t i ! 3 w ; g y t g 5
880;1;6
8 0 0 - 0 6 / $ 1$ a l = G ! : e . g t r = G t : e t K 0 r < h r t i t 3 w ; g v t B . g
Figure I- Exampleof Authority VerificationProcesson a NonuniqueChineseHeading,
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Catalog form:
Normalized
form:

(Qu6bec)
Ile-de-Montr6al
ILE DE MONTREAL OUEBEC

Figure 2. Exampleof NormalizedHeading.
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lished as an authorized
headingin the LC authority Iile, Cheng, Ch'en is
only added to the note

NACO guidelines, a new heading is crearea. Ch'eng, Chen remains as the estabated only when the normalized form does lished heading for this record. Crossnot match the normalized fbrm of an alreferences related to Cheng Ch'en can
ready established heading in the LC au- be added to the record as long as they do
thority file. lf its normalized form is fbund
not normalize to the established form.
in the authority file, the heading is considIf unaware of this practice for nonered established. When applying normalunique names, one is likely to interyret
ization to Chinese transliterated names, Ch'eng, Chen as it appears in the authodiacritics, which are essential for distinrized heading field ofthe authority record,
guishing Chinese syllables under the
as the authoritative form fior Cheng Ch'en.
Wade-Giles system, are considered not
Likewise, one m ight take Chan g Ch'ii an, iI
essential and therefore are eliminated
established lirst, as the established authorfrom the heading comparison process.If
ity heading for Chhng Chuan andChang
headings are found normalized to the
Chuan (see lizures I and 4).
same form, they are put together in one
authority record (see {igure 3).
Cerer,ocrNc FoR NoNUNIeUE
Under NACO practice, the Chinese
CnrNnss NeuBs
names in example I of {igure 3 share one
authority record. The authorized heading
As a rule, catalogers choose LCfbr these two names will either be Cheng,
Ch'en, or Ch'eng, Chen, depending upon
which name gets created first in the authority file. Likewise, the Chinese names
in example 2 ol'figure 3 have one authority record, and the established hea&ng
ing forms for Chinese nonunique names,
takes the diacritics associated with the
this is not always the case. In the example
name lirst created in the authority file.
of the heading Ch'eng, Chen, when the
When dealing with a new nonunique
new name Cheng Ch'en appears in the
name whose normalized fbrm matches an cataloging source, forwhich a nonunique
established heading in the authority ftle,
authority hea&ng is found established
NACO catalogers do nothing to the estabtnder Ch'eng, Chen, instead of using the
lished heading but revise the existing au- established heading Ch'eng, Chen, the
thority record in the note area (670 fields in
cataloger enters Cheng, Ch'en as the authe authority record) to include new in{brthor's name in the bibliographic record to
mation on additional names and
their related citations. New reference headings for &fferent
L.
a-ts-1^d
f^rm.
nhann
nh'onames are added to the authorNormalized
form:
CHENG, CHEN
ity record when appropriate. II'
the existing authority record is
f^rm.
b. aai^l^d
coded as a unique name, it is
CHENG, CHEN
Normalized form:
changed to a nomrnique narne
2.
record when new natnes zrre
a.Fr'l^d
f^rm.
chang, Ch'uan
found that share the sarne norNormalized form:
CHANG, CHUAN
malized form.
Catalog forrn:
Ch'ang,
Chuan
For instance, in the above
Normalized form:
CHANG, CHUAN
examples, when the new name
Cheng Ch'en appears in the
n^i
r'l ^d
f ^rm.
Chang, Ch'uan
cataloging source and Ch'eng,
Normalized form:
CHANG, CHUAN
Chenls Ibund alreadv esta6Figure 3. Normalization in Chinese Name Headings.
f}]

h

'ar^

ah6h
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ARN:
681573
Rec stat: c
z
) Type:
Roman:
I
Govt agn: I
n
Series:
Ser num: n
1 010
>
>2040
>3005
4 10010
>
s 40010
>
5 40010
>
7 40010
>
I
670
>
9 670
>
>

10

Figure

570

Entered:
19820208
Upd status:
n
Source:
a
Enc lvl:
Ref status:
Name use: a
Mod rec:
a
Auth status:
a
Subj use: a
a
Subj:
Auth/ref:
a
n
Ser use:
b
Geo subd:
Nane:
Rules:
a
Subdiv tp: I
c ![
n
81136731 tl
DLC +c DLC !l
1 9 8 4 0 9 1 2 1 5 5 1 4 0 . 5! t
Y..o, Yo-j"rr, +d 1879-1964. l,
+d 1878-1964 +w nnaa ![
Y u, Yu-jen,
Yu, Youren, +d 1879-1964 tt
+d 1879-1964 !t
U, Y-ujin,
His Yu-jen shih ts'un,
1955. tl
Liu, Y.T. Min kuo Y"u Yu-jen hsien sheng nien p'u,
1981: +b p. I (Y'-u Yu-jen, b. 1879) n
Biog. dict.
p.74
of Repub. China, 1971: +b v.4,
(Y u Yu-jen, 4-11-1879-11-10-1964) n

4. The Unique Name Authority

Record (See Nam.e: a in the Fixed Field)

re{lect the Chinese characters.
This practice is necessaryin cataloging
Chinese materials lbr the purpose oI'
appropriately matching roman data to the
corresponding vernacular data in the
MAchine-Readable Cataloging (MARC)
record. The current negative authority
control result fbund on nonunique Chinese namesoccurs becauseavailablevendor sof'tware does not take into account
this special cataloging practice fbr nonunique Chinese names.
VENDOR-SUPPLIEDAUTHORITY
CONTROL SERVTCES
In 1995, three vendors, Library Technolory Inc. (LTI), Blackwell North America
(BNA) (now OCLC Authority Control
Services), and the Washington Libraries
Network (WLN), were invited to UNC to
demonstrate their authority services.
During their presentations, LTI, BNA,
and WLN displayed similar approaches
and sol'tware designs in processing authority control fbr local files.
LTI was chosen to provide vendor
authority control for UNC. Its procedure
fbr authority control is as follows (LTI

r998):
First, headings are "normalized" for spacing and punctuation to increase the probabllity of a link between a catalog record
heading and an authority record heading
Next, the normalized headings are compared against a comprehensive index of

authorizedandvariant-{brmheadingsgenerated from authority records. When a
matchoccurs,a link is createdbetweenthe
authority record heading and the catalog
recordheading.Ifthe catalogrecordheading matchesa seereferencein an authority
record, the catalogrecord heading is replacedby the hea&ng in the LC authority
record.
Existing authority control so{'tware
lacks special instructions that would
account lbr the special cataloging practice for nonunique Chinese names. AII
nonunique Chinese names in bibliographic records that are normalized in the
same way as authority headings (but that
&{fer from them in diacritics) are treated
as incorrect fbrms, and thus are changed
to authority headings. As a result, alter
vendor authority control processing,one
{inds the roman data doesn't match the
vernacular data for nonunique names in
the bibliographic record.
Taking again the example of Ch'eng,
Chen, rnder the current vendor sof'tware
process, because Ch'eng, Chen is the
established heading, all occurrences o{'
Cheng, Ch'en will be changed to the
authority hea&ng Ch'eng, Chen in the
catalog after the authority control service.
LTI, BNA, and WLN all agreed that
they havethis problem in their services.It
appears that on the current market there
are no available commercial vendors who
ofl'er authority control services that take
this situation into consideration.
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Weor-Grr,rs, PTNYTNSCHEMES,
eNp NonullrzarroN

PINIYIN COTWNSTON

Before the year 2000 (when LC will start
Normalization, the current industry stan- converting its database to the Pinyin
scheme), libraries preparing to fbllow LC
dard {br database management-which
by design aims Ibr eff'ective data storage
and management-requires that the relationship between the related elements
(the primary key and the data) is oneto-one or many-to-one, but never oneto-many or many-to-many (Dutka 1989).
That is to say between personal names the bibliographic records to prevent data
distortion in the conversion process.
and authoriW records, normalization
The National Library of Australia
lunctions effectively when one authority
(NLA) in 1996 success{'ullyconverted its
record relates to one unique personal
CfK data from the Wade-Giles scheme to
name, or one authority record stands fbr
one unique person with multiple names, the Pinyin system with computer technology. After closely observing the process
but not vice versa when multiple unique
and the conversion result at NLA, LC anpersonal names are represented by one
nounced that its Pinyin conversion proauthority record.
ject would be carried out using the same
The application of the Wade-Giles
approach as NLA's.
scheme in current cataloging and NACO
Describing the CJK conversion propractice {br nonunique names shows a
breakdown with the principle of normaliect in detail, Groom (1997) wrote that
ization. Diacritics used in the Wade-Giles
one key element in designing the so{'tware
scheme to represent the uniqueness of
program for Australia's Pinyin conversion
proiect was the setting up ofa conversion
sounds and words are considered not
iable that listed and coirelated all valid
essential in the existing normalization
rules and thus are excludEd from the proWade-Giles words with their Pinyin counterparts. With the conversion table in
cess. This explains why procedures that
place,
occur a{ter the normalization process in
^able the conversion program was thus
authority-control services cannot process
to identify and subieqirently convert
nonunique Chinese transliterated names all Wade-Giles words to their Pinyin
counterparts when run against the local
properly.
The Wade-Giles scheme will soon be bibliographic file.
dropped lbr cataloging work, and the negThe conversion table was written preative e{I'ect associated with it under norcisely based on the Wade-Giles rules to
malization will be eased substantially
map each Chinese character to its Pinyin
when the new Pinyin scheme is adopted. counterpart, takinginto account the exact
Nevertheless, it will not disappear. use of Wade-Giles diacritics and their poCompared to the Wade-Giles scheme, the
sition in the syllables, etc. The conversion
Pinyin scheme reduces the use of diacritics program carries out the conversion only
down to the umlaut {br distinguishing ceriryhJn the bibliographic data match coitain unique Chinese characters. For inrectly to the conversion table. This is to
stance, the Chinese character "green' is say local bibliographic records submitted
transliterated in Pinyin as,ri, while the Chifbr conversion are required to have the
nese character "Iurnace, stove" is translitersame Wade-Giles forms and diacritics as
ated in Pinyin ash"r.Under current normalthe conversion table to guarantee accuization, Iii ar:rdlu again appear as the same rate data conversion. Anf spelling errors
Ibrm. Therefbre without software upin roman {brms or misusedfiacriEcs will
grades or modification in the transliteracause incorrect conversion or no convertion scheme, the nonunique name s)m- sion at all.
drome in the authority control processwill
Groom (1997) reported that convercontinue to happen with Pinyin data.
sion errors were found when records con-
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tained unexpected diacritics. In some
cases, diacritics were not input as prescribed in the Wade-Giles scheme, with
the result that no conversion took place
because a diacritic discrepancy occurred
between the catalog entries and the conversion table. In other cases, diacritics
were omitted in the NLA catalog entry,
resulting in an erroneous conversion to
another heading.
SuccnsrroNs
The inadequary of vendor-supplied authority control of Chinese name headings
demonstrates an immediate need fbr tlie
East Asian library community to find soIutions for the incompatibility between
the normalization rui'es governinq the
setup ofChinese personal f,eadingsln the
NACO program and the design of the
standard transliteration scheme used in
North America {br transcribing Chinese.
Through examination it appears that a
direct method {br resolvinftiuch incompatibility is simply to maki all Chinese

As a means of doing this and solving the
current authority control problem, several approaches are possible: improving
and developing new system sof'tware;
completing NACO headings with dates;
providing clear instructions regarding the
use of Roman lbrms lbr authorized headings; and eliminating diacritics from the
Piivin scheme.
Iupnovruc eND DEVELopINc NEw
SYSTEMSoprwenn
Befbre a permanent way is found to deal
effectively with romanized Chinese
names in the LC authority {ile, in the
short term we need to request that a new
algorithm be developed immediately in
vendor software that- can halt the intorrect replacement of nonunique Chinese
names in the bibliographic records with
authority heading tbrml. One way of updating the
vendor .ol't*ar" fi,
".tt."-nt

this purpose is to incorporate the NAtv.
element in the fixed lield of the
USMARC Authoriw Format record into
the new algorithm'so that the sof'tware
will perfbrm global replacement of catalog lbrms only to those headings that are
linked to znique name records. Headings
that are linked to nonunique authority records should be marked and stored in a
file for further processing. The review of
unprocessed nonunique names should
not be a heavy burden fbr catalog maintenance becausemost of these namesdeliberately are kept in those lbrms by human
decision at the time of cataloging. Thus,
the concern over the error rate fbr those
names is small.
In the longer term, sof'tware must be
developed that incorporates vernacular
data in the normalization process. Adding
vernaculars to authority records has been
advocated by the East Asian library community to solve problems of &fl'erentiating Chinese names given the high volume
of homonyms lbund in transliterated data
in authority records (Yu 1996; Morimoto
1996).
To increase the uniqueness of Chinese names in the LC authority lile, the
new sof'tware should not only'have the
capability of storing and dispiaying vernacular data. but should also include a
mechanism that takes vernacular data
into consideration in the normalization
process.That is, an additional procedure
should be devised that would involve
comparing vernacular data lbr headings
that are identical when normalized.
Headings that would otherwise be conflated could be kept separate when the
vernacular data do not match. Authority
control sof'twarewould lbllow the same
design for heading comparison and correction. This extra nrocedure would substantially improve eff'ectivenessin controlling bhinLse names and prevent l'alse
conversions during the authority control
Process.
A more cooperative ellbrt must be
made through the NACO program to
improve Chinese name heading quality.
Belbre any new updates are developed in
the sof'tware, NAbO catalogers
th"
NACO program can reduce or "tid
prevent
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the normalization impact to Chinese
names in the meantime by making the
heading unique in ways such as:completlng NAbO headings with dates; providing
clear instructions regarding the use ofroman forms for authorized headings; and
modifying the Pinyin scheme to eliminate
the use ofdiacritics.
CovprnrrNc NACO HEADINGS
WITH DATES
Adding birth and death dates to Chinese
romanized names is very effective for establishing unique headings in the LC authority lile. AII NACO catalogers should
be encouraged or required to provide
such datato Chinese headings when available. To make this a common and practical practice in NACO work, not only
should the NACO program be expanded
to include more East Asian catalogers to
share the burden and expense of such
authority work, but a global effort should
be made to solicit information from libraries, publishers that can provide such
information through Internet, or author
introductions in published books (Eastlib
Discussion List 1998).
PROVIDINGCLEARINSTRUCTIONS
RscAnorNc THE USE oF ROMAN
FORMSFoR AUTHORIZEDHEADINGS
Instructions must be provided about
whether to use roman forms that appear in
the source or author-supplied roman
fbrms as authoritative forms instead of using systematic transliterated lbrms from
^Ihe
the Chinese scripts.
Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed., 1988 revision
ru1e22.3C2, and its dternative rule, which
direct the setup of Chinese headings in
NACO practice are insufffcient for catalogers to handle the increasingly common
situation where, in the cataloging source,
the romanized form of aname andits Chi
nese script coexist on the title page.
Due to a lack of guidelines in the
NACO procedures {br such circumstances, the choice of {brms fbr these
names varies among catalogers. Some
headings are established under 22.3C2
and its alternative rule, using the most
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popular fbrm of authors as known by
readers and in reference sources. For

roman forms already supplied by the
source as authority headings, while the
latter rule results in headings that are
svstematicallv transliterated from the
original scripts.
Roman lbrms sptematically transliterated from Chinese scripts, as discussed
earlier, frequently result in a high volume
of homon)rms, thus producing nonunique
headings. If NACO guidelines clearlyprescnbe 22.3C2 and its altemative to take
precedence over rule 1.0E in establishing
iuthority headings in such situations,
more unique name headings will result.
The author or publishJr-supplied roman fbrms appearing in the source not
onlv indicate the authors'choice of fbrms
in their names, but are usually fbrmulated
less systematically and predictably than
those generated according to the transliteration scheme. Therefore, they are less
likelyto become nonunique names in the
authority lile than names {brmulated by
the transliteration scheme. Such practices
also reduce the conlusion ofpublic catalog
users who recognize authors' names in
their roman forms fiom publications
rather than the lbrms from the prescribed
transliteration scheme. Figure 5 displays
the difference between names transliterated with the Wade-Giles scheme and
those supplied by authors or publishers.
Under the Wade-Giles scheme, Tung
Chien-lwa represents hundreds of di{ferent Chinese characters lbr names, but the
combination ol Tung Chee Hu.ratogether,
so {'ar,only represents one personal name.
Likewise, N g Chi-sum,fbrmulated under
the Cantonese pronunciation, is drasticallv different {iom Wz Chih-sen,formuIated under the standard Mandarin sound
on which most transliteration schemes fbr
Chinese are based.
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Figure 5. Nonunique Name AuthorityRecord(SeeName:b in Fixed Field, andAIl670 Fields).
ELIMINATING DIACRII.ICS
FROM THE PINYIN SCHEME

The Pinyin scheme will no doubt work
much better in normalization lbr Chinese
name headings than the current WadeGiles scheme. Not only does Pinyin allow
each sound to be associated with a
unique roman symbol, but it also uses
fewer diacritics. The use of diacritics to
distinguish a pair of vowels or aspiration
in Chinese hai made Wade-Giles^veryinefl'ective in normalization. Thus. the onlv
diacritic introduced lbr use in the incoming Pinyin scheme-the umlaut-would
need to be eliminated and replaced with
an alternative expression in the scheme.
Repeating the roman letter that the umlaut attaches to is one alternative to representing the sound with umlaut. For instance, lri would be presented as luu. ln
the pair of words ftl (meaning "green" in
Chinese) and la (meaning "stove" in Chinese) can thus be distingriish edasluu and
lu in normalized form. This practice is
common in publications and in other
transliteration schemes used in Taiwan,
Japan,and in the Macintosh Chinese language kit, fbr example. To allow the access
of Pinyin headings where standard umlauts are used, Pinyin entries with standard umlauts should be entered as crossreferences in authority records.
Data processing for nonroman languages,especially Chinese, in areasoflibrary services is by no means easy. But

with care{ul design in software to incorporate Chinese vernacular data, adjustment to transliteration schemes. and cooperation among NACO catalogers to set
up unique personal hea&ngs, I am conlident that Chinese names can be processed as e{I'ectively as names in other
languages in the online environment.
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Noleson Operolions
ClossifyingNewspopersUsingDewey
Decimol Clossificolion
TomoroJ. Kuhn
Librarians facingthe clncisionof whetheror not to classifua neuspapercollectionmustconsiderthe basicresearchneedsof patrons. Usersprimarily access neuspapers by geographic location (more speci,fically,by city of
publication),and by date.Librariarx alsomastconsiderthat nerospapers
are
serialsandthat classifuingne@spapers
presentsthe samechallengesasclasslfutng general serials. Muhiple title changesand unique relationships
arrnngneuspaperscan complicatethe applicationof a classificationsystern
to a neospapercollection.Keepingnetospaper
families togetherchronologically on sheloesis irrportant ahen locatingtitles.TheDeuey Decimal Classification system,with afeu modifications,can be rned optimally to classifua
neuspo.percollection.I(notoingthatclassificationcanfunctionasan fficient
organizationm.ethodfora neuspapercollectionmakesalibrary's decisionof
uhether or not to classifuercier.

,n
I- he Illinois Newspaper Project (INP)
moved to the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIilC) in fanuary
1996 to begin cataloging the library's
United States newspaper collection. As a
part of the United States Newspaper
Program (USNP) funded by the National
Endowment lbr the Humanities, INP
shifted its focus from cataloging the extensive Illinois newspaper collection at the
Illinois State Historical Library in SprinsIield, Illinois, to cataloging a mirch broad6r
United States collection in one of the largest academic libraries in the nation.
One major obstacle discovered while
evaluating the UIUC newspaper collec.
tion was theneed to classify newspapers as
well as provide description and subject

analysis. Existing rules and guidelines
provided by USNP and CONSER governed the latter two elements, but classiIying newspapers was an entirely new
realm. Because INP is only cataloging
United States newspapers, I will focus on
classi{yingU. S. titles.
NEWSPAPERS
es SrnHr-s
Newspapers are a specilic form of serial,
and the question ofwhether or not to classiff a serials collection applies directly to
a newspaper collection. Much has been
written on classi{ying serials and perio&cals, and authors debate the pros and cons
of arranging a serials collection in call
number order. In an article discussing

TAMARAI.KUHN (kuhnI@uxl.cso.uiuc.edu) is SeniorCataloger, Illinois NewspaperProject, University oflllinoi.s at Urbana-Champaign. Manuscript receivedAugust 11, 1998; accepted forpublication November 6, 1998.
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whether or not to classify serials, Smith
(1978, 372) wrote, "Classification is indeed a very basic library approach to materials, and it cannot be overlooked. Serials collections and their use are much too
important to be given the short shrifi.
Classilication is imperative." Newspapers
need to be given the same consideration
in library collections asother materials, so
a libraqr's decision to classify serials
should also include newspapers.
Smith (1978) argued that serials
should be classilied for seven reasons,
many of which are still relevant today:
1. Materials on the same subiect should
be kept together, regardless oftype,
to {'acilitate subiect accessand browsrng'
2. Classilication encourages broader
use of serials by treating them like
other materials.
3. Serials reI'erence work will be aided
by classification.
4. Sorting call numbers can more easily
produce subject aids and guides.
5. Reshelving becomes a mechanical
task, and shelvers are not required to
know special organization rules.
6. Materials that have undergone title
changescan remain on the shelvestogether.
7. Classification can help prevent overcrowding in the subject catalog due to
successive entry cataloging.
Bross (1990) listed some beneftts of
classifying a periodical collection (178):
"A classilication system enables a librarv
to keep volum". oi'the sam" periodical to'gether on the shelves in spite of title
changes." Newspapers are notorious fbr
changing titles many times within a lifespan, and using a classi{ication system to
organize a newspaper collection is one
way to manage title changes on shelves
and in local catalogs. Bross also stated
(178) that "another benefit is the assistance a classilication number can give
staff/patrons who may be faced with the
problems ol' correlating catalog entries,
spine titles, {iling mles, and new cataloging codes." Newspapers often merge to
become new bibliographic entities or
combine iq various ways to lbrm di{ferent
mani{'estations of an'earlier title. Clas-
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sifying newspapers can help staff and patrons navigate through shelves without
having constantly to consult the catalog
lbr exact titles and title changes. Finding
newspapers becomes a matter of fbllowing a basecall number instead of remembering all of the various titles within a
newspaper's lifespan.
ClessrrvrNc

NEwSPAPERSAT UIUC

Patrons access newspapers primarily by
place of publication. Many times a researcher does not have a specific newspaper title in mind to fill an inlbrmation
need, but instead knows that a newspaper
liom a given area likely will contain the
needed information. Historians, for example, can utilize newspapers fiom dif{'erent geographic locations to compare
how an event was covered at the time that
it occurred. Location and date are most
important in this type of reference request. Basing classification on geographic
Iocation can play a vital role in organizing
and accessing a newspaper collection to
expedite a researcher'.sinlbrmation need.
Arranging a newspaper collection geographicdly is logical in relation to the
manner in which newspapers are requested by patrons.
In many catalogs, the call number
servesas an additional accesspoint. When
accessingthe UIUC newspaper collection,
searching the catalog by call number is a
very important function because most materials are housed in closed stacks areas.
Patrons who know a general call number
can search that number and browse the
catalog by shelfarrangement. This serves
them as if they were browsing the shelves
in search ofother newspaper titles from
the same geographic area. In collections
that allow patrons to retrieve their own
materials, arranging newspapers geographically expressed through classiffcation will fulfill a basic research need.
Organizing title changes through classification facilitates browsing a newspaper collection. Patrons can lind the classi{ication number of a title in the middle of
a newspaper family and use that number
as an entry point to the shelves. Once
patrons locate that call number on the
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shelves, they can easily move fiom title to
title within that family without having to
larow the intricacies oftitle changes.
The decision to classifythe ne*spapet
collection at the UIUC library was compounded by the mechanics of the local
online catalog. The Full Bibliographic
Record/Library Computer System (FBR/
LCS), the online catalog that UIUC used
at the time this article was written, required acall number to function properly.
The catalog consisted oftwo separate databases and software programs; one lbr
bibliographic records (FBR) and one fbr
holdings records (LCS). The linhng component in this system was the classification number, and without one, patrons
could not move easily between bibliographic and holdings records. Because of
this (in addition to the need for geographic arrangement), it became clear
that classiftcation was essential in providing local access to the UIUC newspaper
collection.
USINGTHE DEWEYDECIMAL
CLAssrFrcATroN SYSTEM
Librarians at the UIUC library classily the
general collection using Dewey Decimal
Classilication (DDC), and the newspaper
collection needed to fit into this scheme.
Before evaluating the classi{ication
scheme in relation to organizing newspapers, aliterature searchrevealedthat only
one article had been written concerning
newspaper classilication, and it dealt only
with Library of Congress classilication
(Krissiep 1991).There were nopreviously
published articles on using DDC to classily a newspaper collection to help guide
the INP. Few articles have been written
concerning newspaper classification because newspaper cataloging is relatively
new to librarianship and few newspaper
collections are currently classified.
The USNP, formalized in 1984, was the
first coor&nated nationwide effbrt to cataIog newspaper collections. Rules speciffc
to newspaper description and subject analysis were established to {'acilitate this program (Field 1986). Classilication, however, was not a {brmal part of the USNP.
Before examining DDC's application

to newspapers, it was important to look at
the existing organization of the UIUC
newspaper collection. Like many newspaper collections, UIUC's collection was
arranged primarily by geographic location. The first level of geographic organization was by country. Then the newspapers were organized alphabetically by
state, and then alphabetically by city
within each state. The next element of organization was by title. A common title,
which is a shortened form in popular use
by the public that does not re{lect title
changes,had been assignedto most newspapers and alphabetized within each city.
For example, the Chicago Sun-Times rnderwent six title changes (including one
merger) between 1941 and the present;
however, the paper is commonly known
as the Chicago Sun-Times or the SrnTirnes. ltll boxes of microfilm lbr the
Sun-Times held in the UIUC newspaper
collection were labeled as Chicago SunTim.es, without acknorpledging the numerous title changes.
After the alphabetization of each common title within its city, newspapers were
arranged chronologically. This orgarization system became the basis for evaluating DDC to see how uselul the clas.si{ication scheme could be in organizing a
newspaper collection.
EVALUATINGDDC IN RELATION To A
NrwsmrBn CoLLEcrroN
The evaluation uncovered both strengths
and limitations. The main strength of the
DDC to classify a newspaper collection is
its geographic organization capability in
applpng Table 2: Geographic Areas,
Periods, Persons.It is possible to build a
number expressing country state, region,
and county. Figures 1-4 illustrate the application ol' Table 2. Another DDC
strength is that all general newspapers
can be lbund within a small range of numbers. General newspapers from the
United States are {bund in the 071 classiIication number. In an open stacks collection, this will {'acilitate browsing.
One limitation was {bund. but it
proved to be crucial in applying DDC in a
strict manner. In most cases, geographic
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Figure 1. Application of DDC, Modified Cutter and Workmark.
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arrangement
in the scheme only allows
access as {'ar as the county level within the
United States. Larger cities such as Chicago or New York have their own number

in Table 2, but almost all average- to
small-sized cities do not. Becauseof this,
the city of publication would be eliminated {iom the organization ol'the collection, and the final level of geographic
arrangementforaU.S. newspipeiwould

colnty.' Illinois'
Traditionally, the cutter number is
created based on the main entry of a catalog record, and for newspaper r'ecords the
miin entry is alwavs the iitie, either in the
{brm of the title pioper or a unifbrm title.
Using DDC in a strict manner and
cutteiing traditionallywould make the title morJ important in the arrangement
than the ciry. For example, if a stiict and
traditional method ol applying DDC and
cuttering were to be used to classify a
tr"wrp"p""r collection, all newspapers

would be separated from other pap-ers
Irom Cook County, because Chicago has
its own number in Table 2. No city access
is uniformly available through strict use of
DDC and iraditional cutteiine methods.
Moori,nnc

rHE TRADTnoNAL

After linding this major stumblingblock, it
became app"arentthit DDC hadto be modit a sensible choice {br classiified to m-ai<e
Iying a newspaper collection. It was possible to use certain elements in a strict
manner, tho"gh. The subject number 071
and the use of Table 2 were applied as instructed in the DDC schedules. As stated
above,this application generallyonly allows
state, region, and county arrangement.
The 6uttering method was modi{ied to

(Chanpaign,
r71.
: 1883)
Chanpaign daiTy gazetEe
news
Merged with:
champaign daily
To form: Champaign news-gazette
Vof. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 5, 1883)-<no designation (Dec' 11, 1919)>
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.1366

C357
cda

Figure
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Champaign county,
Number from Table 2 represenLingi
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7 is dropped according to the
Illinois
in .3-.9)
instructions
of publication)
Champaign (city
Cutter
number represenEing
gazette
workmark
taken frorn C.bampaign daily
repreThe workmark "cda" is used because "cd' already
prior
to Ehis title.
news cataloged
sents Champaigrn daily

2. Application of DDC, Modified Cutter and Workrnark.
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Figure 3. Applicationof DDC, Modified Cutter and Workmark,
make certain that the city of publication
was included in the classification arrangement. Choosing a cutter number basedbn
the newspaper's place of publication instead oI'main entry (title fbr newspaper
records) ensures that the city is a standard
part of the classification number. This
provides the city level of geographic
arrangement that is so important to newspaper organization. With this modi{ication, the classification number parallels
the organization of the hierarchical place
name idded entry, which is a core^element in newspaper cataloging. The first
geographic area in this data element is
country. The second area is state. The
third areais munty, and the last area is citv.
Generally, the cutter number is baserl
on the place of publication fbund in the
imprint. A newspaper can change places
of publication within its li{'etime,in which
case it is up to the cataloger to decide
which place of'publication to use for the
basis of the cutter number. For example,

the title Times of Haoanabegafl publication in Havana, Cuba, on February 4,
1957, but by April 20, 1961, it had moved
to Miami, Florida. The UIUC library
holds issuesbeginning on April 20, 196i,
but nothing belbre that date. It was logical to cutter this title based on Miami,
Florida, rather than Havana, Cuba, given
that none of the library's holdings represent the time period in which this title was
published in Havana.
The next element in the classification
number remained the same as in a traditional application. The workmark is assigned from the title of the newspaper.
This provides the alphabetical arrangementby title within tlie cityof publicatiin
that is generally expected in newspaper
organization. Because so many newspaper titles begin with a city name (Chim.
paign Neos-Gazette from Champaign,
Ill.) or frequency (Chicagos Daih4 Inter
Ocean), a suideline was established to
keep workriarks from becoming too long:

Champaign-IJrbana news-gazette
(Champaign, I77.
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Vol. 39, no. 306 (July 29, 1934)-v. 41, no.333
(JuIy 18. 1936)
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Generally, if a title begins with a city
name or a frequency, we use the first letter of the ftrst word then skip to the ftrst
letter of the second word. A workmark
should not extend beyond three characters, if possible. Figures 1-2 provide examples of distinguishing workmarks.
Because newspapers change titles liequently, the last element in the classification numberwas developedto handle title
change situations and to make sure that
newspapers remained in chronological order. When a title change occurs, a numeric
extension is added to the classi{ication
number of the earlier title following the
workmark. The {irst time a title changes, a
"1" is added to the previous classi{ication
number. The next time the title changes,a
"2" is added, and so forth. This keeps titles
together in chronological order even when
publishers decide to change the title on the
newspaper masthead.
In cases of mergers, absorytions, or
other complex relationships, the designation or numbering system can act as a

Champaign daiTy
1895-191,9

pointer. For example, when two newspapers merge to lorm another newspaPer, a
catalogeihas three possibilities for classifyine ihe later title. An extension can be
,aaua to the classification number of the
Iirst merger title, an extension can be
added to the classilication number of the
second merger title, or a completely new
classification number can be created for
the newly lbrmed title. In this situation,
the numbering system can offer clues. If
one designation is continued by the later
title, anithe other designation &es with
its title, then it is best to continue the classilication number corresponding to the title whose designation continues. Figures
1-3 illustrate this concept., On the other
hand, if neither designation from the
merging titles continue and a new numbering rystem emerges, it might be best to
create a new classification number altogether based on the new title. Olten these
ioush situations are best resolved based
on Ih" cataloger's judgment and what
works best within a collection.

Chanpaign daiLy gazetEe
(Champaign, I1f.
: 1883)
1-883-1919

news

0 77 . 7 3 6 6
C 35 7 c d a

071-.'7366
C 35 ? c d

Champaign news -gazet t e
1919-1934
011.7366
c357cdl

Champaign-Urbana
news -ga zetE
(Champaign, r1L. : L934)
1934-1935
071..1366
c3 5?cd2
Figure 5. Family Tree for the Neros-Gazette frorri, Champaign, Illinois
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Iffinois
Tabor press
From East St. Louis,
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Labor economics
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Historical,
persons treatment
of labor unions
Number from Table 2 representing
Illinois
Cutter number representing
East St. Louis (city
of
publ i cat i on )
i
Workmark taken from Illinoj.s
labor press
Figure 6. Application of DDC, Moilified Cutter and Workmark to Genre Newspapers.
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Figure 5 shows aportion of the newspaper f'amily tree for the Neu,ts-Gazette from
Champaign, Illinois. Figures I through 4
illustrate each title and its assignedclassi{ication number. Together t[ey demonstrate the use of DDC. the modified
cuttering method, workmark, and numeric
extension to classily a newspaper set.
Gnunp NBwsrerpns
Not all newspapers carry only general
news and serve a geographic area. Some
newspapers cover specific topics and rep-

Geographic coverageis still important
in most topical newspapers, but the subject of the newspaper needs to be expressed through the base classilication
number. Whenever possible, use Table 2
to make sure that any geographic coverage is also expressed. This provides geographic organization to a genre newspaper collection. Using the same modilied
cutter, workmark, and numeric extension
guidelines that were developed for gen-

,lewish

worTd

296
.09
11389
F168

(Fairview

Heights,

eral newspapers will keep the classi{ication method consistent. It will also provide the basic geographic organization
that a newspaper collection needs. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate two genre titles and
their assigned classification numbers.
Onsrnverroxs

oF IMpLEMENTATToN

Alterthe INP began classifyingthe UIUC
newspaper collection, the Newspaper Library started shifting the microfilm collection into call number order. It would
have taken much e{lbrt and resources to
shi{t close to 75,000 reels of microftlm at
one time, so the library staff decided to
shi{i the newspaper microfilm reels for
each state as INP finished cataloging
them. This distributed the work ef{brt of
this lbrmidable task and broke up the processinto logical phases. Each state was organized into call number order, but the
shelving locations Ibr each state remained
in alphabetical order. It is possible that
the collection can be later shifted into
strict call number order.
Because the Newspaper Library microfilm collection is housed in a closed
stacks area, stalT and student employees
must retrieve all requested film for
patrons. Now that the U.S. collection is
cataloged and classilied, patrons
are able
-numbers
to find titles and call
more
independently than befbre. Patrons can

If1.)

.Iudaism
geographic,
Historj.cal,
persons treacmen!
Number from Table 2 representing
Saint Clair
fllinois
Cutter
number representing
Fairview
Height.s
publicat ion)
Workmark taken from rlewish worfd

DDC, Mo&{ied Cutter

County,
(city

to Genre Newspapers

of
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provide the Newspaper Library staffwith
a call number to expedite fflm retrieval.
By relying on call numbers, there is not as
much room for error in retrieval as when
microlilm was completely arranged alphabetically by geographic location. Staff,
however, must }now a title's state of publication before the call number can be used
fbr locating the film. This sometimes slows
the retrieval process. Arranging a newspaper collecUon completely by call number
would alleviate this additional step.
Patrons do not alwavs understand the
concept ofa newspaper title change and

per family. They can rely on the extension
numbers to move easily through title
changes on the shelves without knowing
the titles themselves.
StafT members have noticed a difference in the time it takes for student employees to reshelve microfilm reels. Employees do not have to pre-arrrrnge
microfilm geographically as much as be{bre, because there is a more systematic
arrangement provided by call number organization. There are also fewer incidents
of microfilm being shelved incorrectly
since the collection has been shifted into
call number order, according to sta{I. Student employees are instructed to match
the call number to the correct shelf location and then check the exact title against
neighboring film reels. This provides a
mechanism for accuracy when shelving
micro{ilm.
CoNcr,usrox
Librarians facing the decision of whether

graphic organization was the primary Ibcus when evaluating DDC as the classilication scheme to use for the UIUC
newspapercollection.ApplyingDDC in a
strict manner cannot express consistently
the city of publication of a newspaper title, which is so important in meeting users' needs. Modifying the traditional use
of the cutter number can overcome
DDC's limited geographic expression.
Librarians also must consider that
newspapers are serials and that classifring newspapers presents the same challenges as classifying general serials.
Multiple title changes and unique relationships among newspaperscan complicate the application of a classification
scheme to a newspaper collection.
Keeping newspaper families together
chronologically on shelves is important
when locating titles. It is crucial that patrons and staffhave the abilityto browse
the shelves without knowing the intricacies of every title change that occurs in
the lifespan of a newspaper family. The
addition of a numeric extension to a base
call number provides chronological order
to the classification scheme.
DDC, with a few modifications, can be
used optimally to classify a newspaper
collection. Knowing that classilication can
function as an organization method for a
newspaper collection makes a library's decision ofwhether or not to classilV easier.
WoRKs CrrED
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LibroryGotewoy:Project
Design,Teoffis,ond Cycle Time
KolenColhoun,ZsuzsoKolloy,ond EdwordWeissmon

I. he Cornell Universitv Librarv Gatewav
(http://campusgw.librarylcom"tt.i,ar4 f tie-

was equally important to the library, whose
managers and staff mntinually are striving
to deliver new services as quickly and
cost-eff'ectively as possible. It has become
critical to know f'rom an organizational
perspective, what enhances tfi'e ability to
deliver new services in time, on time.

In this paper, we examine the gateway project as a case study ofproject design, teams, and rapid cycle time. While
the technology ofthe gateway might not
be transferable to other environments,
the cross-functional process employed
to introduce it can serve as a model for
others. We {'avornot merely reconciling,
but tightly integrating the work of tech-

KaneN Ca,luouN (ksc10@cornell.edu)is Head of Mediation Sewices, Central Technical Services, Cornell University Library Ithaca, New York. ZsuzsA KoLTAyis Public Services Librarian,
Mann Library Cornell University Library Eownnp WEISSMANis Assistant to the University
Librarian, CorneII University Library. Manuscript received october 22,lgg8; accepted lbrpublication December 11. 1998.
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1. The Cornell University Library Gateway.

We are in a period of turmoil. Electronic resources have tumed Iibrary practices upside down. The tried-and-true
practice of organizing libraries into I'airly
independent functional groups (collection development, public services,technical services, and infbrmation technolory) no longer yields acceptable results.
For example, Duranceau (1997) compares the workflows of print and electronic, networked serials and concludes.
"The print purchase process is a short,
straight garden path. The digital world is
cyclical . . . communication, coordination,
and team e{Ibrt is recluired at almost every stage . . . [and] the purchaseprocessis
u ["ng,""o*plex, windlng dirt r;ad filled
with potholes." Schroeder (1997) describes the potential bene{its ofblurring
territorial lines between oublic and techl
nical service librarians.- Martin (1996)
emphasizesthe importance of healing the
schism between technical and public"services, and argues that the electronic Iibrary provides a tremendous opportunity
fbr public and technical service librarians
to begin to share leadership roles.

CoNTExr oF THE GATEWAYPRoIEcr
In 1868 Ezra Cornell, a plainspoken inventor inspired by egalitarian ideals,
fbunded "an institution where any person
can find instruction in any study," including not only the arts and sciences, but also
applied technology and agriculture
(Cornell 1999). Today, the 19 libraries of
the Cornell University Library (CUL)
system serve 7 undergraduate colleges
and schools, 4 graduate and pro{'essional
units. and 2 medical units. The hallmarks
of this complex library system, which employs more than 500 people, are diversity,
excellent collections, and a history ol'
semiautonomy lbr unit libraries.
Until the late 1980s,CUL had a largely
captive audience fbr its print collections
of more than 6,000,000 printed volumes
and more than 60,000 iournals. Since
then, the Internet has aitered dramatically library users'perceptions and pre{'erences lbr obtainine information of all
hnds Based on the lxperience of many
ref'erence librarians and the findings of a
campus survey, an impoftant shift in atti-
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resources-either more launch pads and
buttons or Web pages that provided links
to specific networked resources. To discover and access a particular resource,
however, users needed to know either the
genre (e.g., abstract, index, electronic
.iournal, catalog) or where in the hierarchy
the specific pointer to the resource existed. Librarv staff in the unit libraries
supporting ihe humanities, social sciences, and area studies tended to relv
most on the Bear Access model lbr connecting users to online resources.
The second approach was the Mann
Library Gateway, which was developed
bvthe staff at the Albert R. Mann Library,
the unit library that supports agriculture,
biolog;,,,nutrition, hum an ecology,and related {ields. This gateway began as a
text-based product but evolved into a
Web-based product. Its initial goal was to
provide a search engine that allowed users to kev in either the name of a resource
or keylvord terms in order to retrieve descripiions of matching networked resources. Connections to the resources
were embedded in the descriptions.
Finally, unit library Web pages gave
several unit libraries strong Web presences oftheir own, among them the hotel
management school, the industrial andlabor relations school, and the graduate
school ofbusiness. Here again, to find and
use an online resource, the user needed
to know something about the cubbyhole
in which the resource was located.
Importantly, none of these approaches
THE PROBLEM
encompassed all of CUI.is networked reThe result of the technical, service, and
sources. Users at Mann Library were preorganizational environment was a con{us- sented with the Mann Gatewav on the
ing CUL online presence. Networked da- public accessworkstations. Useis at most
tabases, numeric files, and full-text reof the other libraries were presentedwith
sources were available but often difficult
Bear Access menus. Although the library
{br users to find. The library was providstaff realized that a unified approach-a
ing three different approaches to these
single point of entry to CULs networked
materials.
resources, or a "common entryway'-was
The first of these was Bear Access, a needed, there was no consensus on the
site based on Mandarin technology develbest wav to achieve it.
oped by Cornell Information TechnolTheie was at least one point ofagreeogies, which presented a set of "launch
ment however. With the rapid and continpads" and'buttons." The buttons repreuing growth ofnetworked resources, eviented both speci{ic networked resou-rces eryone felt that users should have the
(which opened speci{ic sessions or reoption to search aswell as browse for netsources), and additional compilations of
worked resources. Library managers and

tude has occurred: students tend to perceive the e{fort of using print resources as
higher than ftnding the information online.
In the present dynamic environment,
librarians in CUL unit libraries have committed themselves to keeping pace with
technological innovations and with their
users' pref'erences for ftnding information. By early 1997, the 19 CUL libraries
had mounted numerous separate "o{licial" library Web sites to provide Web or
telnet accessto more than 900 online resources. The library was spending half a
million dollars a year on online resources,
and staff devoted a substantial amount of
time to providing accessto them, but system-wide efforts were only loosely coor&nated.
Organizationally, CUL staff have
tended to interpret their roles and responsibilities in two dimensions: (1) with
respect to their function (collection development, technical services, public services, in{brmation technologr) and (2)
with respect to the Iibrary unit for which
they work. The conventional framework
{br accomplishing Iarge systemwide projects, such asthe selection ofanew library
management system, has been to o{ganize functional committees, with representatives from various library units, to
look after each function's and unitt needs.
Coordination and conflict management
across functions and units have tended to
occur at the administrative level.

LRTS .
staf{'there{bre desired a catalog that incorporated records for networked resources with embedded Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), but they
supported trvo different options. One was
to adapt the Mann Gateway technology
into a CUL-wide service. The second was
to develop a robust and flexible Web front
end to the CUL online catalog while at the
same time creating the capability of
searching that slice of the hbrary catalog
that represented networked resources.
In fune 1997, the library administration
appointed a small committee-the Common Entryway Committee-to
review the
two common entryway models; evaluate
the f'unctions, f'eaturei, and implementation details {br each option; and to recommend a model for CUL. By the end of July
1997, with the assistanceof a number of
library stafi'{iom acrossCUL, the committee submitted its recommendation to the
library administration for the adoption of
the Mann Gateway technolory and the creation of a CUL Library Gateway.
THE SoLUTIoN
In late summer 1997, the library administration accepted the recommendations of
the Common Entrywav Committee and
formed three commitiees to build the
Library Gateway over the course of the

assigned {uH timsto the project.
A Public Services Design Committee
was charged with designing the CUL
common entryway and associated pages.
A Technical Services Implementation
Committee was formed to provide an approach for browsing networked resources
by subject, to develop procedures for gateway record creation and maintenance, and
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of the two implementation committees,
the heads ol'two information technolory
departments in the library (the Library
Technology Department, which served
manv of the unit libraries. and Mann Library's In{brmation Technology Section),
the associate university librarian fbr informationtechnology, andthe head ofthe
reference department in the largest CUL
unit library. While the contributions of all
committee members were important to
the process, the core project team consisted of the chair of the steering committee, the chairs of the two implementation
committees, and the two programmers
assigned to the project.
The project was intended to accomplish five objectives:
o To create a unified. identifiable online
presence fbr CUL
o To create a common entryway to
CULt networked resources and services
. To develop and elicit the use of a common set ofprocesses and procedures
{br cataloging networked resources
. To develop and elicit the use of a common set ofprocesses and procedures
for user training and support
o To improve coordination between
CUL's two inlbrmation technology departments
The first meeting of the steering committee was in early September 1997. The
project team adopted an extremely ambitious implementation time frame, and
committed themselves to bringing up the
Library Gateway in 17 weeks (that is, by
early 1998). All ofthe subgroups worked
in parallel, with the steering committee
providing oversight. The milestones are
given in table I.
The team introduced the Librarv
Gateway on schedule on fanuary 5, l99ti,
several weeks before the start of the second semester of the academic vear.

Pno;ncr Cosrs
Library Gatewaydevelopmentfrom the
start ofthe fall semesterto the launchrequired about 2,900 hours of stalf time,
which are listed in table 2.
The gatewayhad a strongimpact on li-
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TABLE 1
Grrnwlv Pno;rct Mrlnsroxns

Srrbsrorrn

Milestones

Inlbrmation Technolog'

Teclrnical Services Implementation
Committee

Public Services Design Committee

Steering Committee

brary .staff, who had to support the new
system, which was not a trivial addition to
their usual tasks. Training library staff
meant involving most of the organization
in maintaining the gateway on some level.
Prior to the launch, a task lbrce {br gateway training and user support was
{brmed, and the chair became a member
of the steering committee. This group put
in place a structure and process for handling questions that arrived at reference
desks and via e-mail using the "Reference
Question?", "Problem C6nnecting?", and
"Comments about the Gateway?" links at
the bottom of most gateway pages. The
task {brce also designed and carried out
numerous library staff and user training
sessions. This group's work had the dual
bene{its of preparing st#f and users lbr
the gateway and of widening the circle of
stakeholders in the gateway's {uture.

THE PRocESs: WrutWes

LBanNrp

To maintain the library'.s attractiveness to
readers and its centrality to the university,
staff at CUL have committed themselves
to o{I'ering ef{icient, quality accessto online resourcesofinterest to their users.To
that end, a surprising new organizational
competency is required: CUL must be
the sort of organization that can design
and bring up new online systemsand services swiftlv and eff'ectively. Further,
CUL is lacei with masteringihe process
of innovation and new product development in general-not
unlike organizations in the commercial sector.
Researchersin the area ofnew product management (see, {br example,
Craw{brd 1997; Cooper 1993; Cooper
and Kleinschmidt 1993) suggestthat the
abiliw to innovate and deliver a steady
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TABLE 2
GarswAvPnotncr Cosrs
Group

Information Technolog, Staff
Technical Services Implementation Committee
Public Services Design Committee
Steering Committee
Total

stream ofnew products is essentialto an
organization's growth and long-term viability. Along the same lines, reduced cycle
time-speed to market-appears to be
central to an organization's continued
successin its market. The experience with
the Library Gateway project indicates
that there may be some key ideas to success fbr introducing new products in
large, organizationalf complbx organizations such as CUL.
The first key idea is to start with a
well-developedi clearly de{ined concept
o{ the new product (which could be a new
system or service, like the gateway). Make
sure that management and those who
must implement the new product understand and buy into the concept. The Library Gateway group was fbrtunate to begin its work with a well-developed

unqualilied support of CULs leadership.
The gateway prototype and its lateiiterations were valuable communication
tools and guides lbr various individuals
and lunctional groups in the CUL system
that needed to buy into the product con-

tation groups might have faced vague or
moving targets, or {'ailed to gain the necessary acceptance, and the project might
have taken too long-or worse, have not
been completed at-all.

Staff Hours (Estimate)

1,350
650
oz5

275
2,900

The second key idea is to undertake a
new product development project in a set
of simultaneous, overlapping activities,
rather than developing in phased, sequential stages. After the selection of a
model for the Library Gateway, all of the
implementation groups were formed at
once and charged with various aspects of
the work. lnterface design occurred concurrently with gateway database development, technical development, staff training, and marketing (in the sense of
gaining awareness and support from
those who would be af{'ected by the gateway). The process might have looked chaotic from the outside but it was not. It required a great deal of cross-functional
communication, tolerance {br ambiguity,
management support, and project team
commitment to the project, but the concurrent operations enabled the implementation groups to deliver the gateway
to library users in only 17 weeks.
the fhird key idea is to break down organizational barriers by using cross{unctional teams that are interdependent
and accountable {br the project. The
Library Gateway Steering Committee
was a cross-functional group that included administrators and sta{I'from various lunctional areas ofthe library system
(infbrmation technology, public sewices,
and technical services). The chairs ofthe
two
implementation
subcommittees
(which were not cross-Iunctional in
nature) were part of the steering committee. The steering committee was efl'ective
becausemembers were committed to the
project; diverse ideas andopen communication were encouraged, several team
members shared initiative, and team resources were identified and used to good
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purpose. Without this cross-{unctional
structure, the project could have experienced lengthy delays and foul-ups due to
the inherent dilficulties ofpassing offresponsibility in sequentialphasesfrom one
compartmentalized functional group to
the next.
The linal key idea is to seek continual
{'eedback from stakeholders, be responsive to their concerns, and build organizational consensus as the project progresses.The gateway group did its work in
the open. While speed was one of the requirements of the project, the team did
not allow the gateway project to gather
uncontrolled momentum. In other words,
as the gateway was developed, team
members proactively identi{ied stakewho needed to lrnow
holders-people
about the project, people who would have
to support the gateway once implemented, and people whose approval was
organized demonstration
needed-and
sessionsto gather their feedback and advice, uncover and deal with resistance,
and gain stakeholders' acceptance of the
system. Several times during the course of
the project, developers were able to prototype changes to the system within a day
or two of receiving a suggestion in one of
the demonstration sessions.This responsiveness did a great deal to enhance the
project teamt credibility and build confidence in the product.
There is evidence that crossI'unctional teams can produce dramatic
benefits, such as rapid project completion, more innovative services, better
quality, and improvements in productivity. Unfbrtunately, simply creating a
team and promoting teamwork does not
appear to be suf{icient to reap these benefits. For true teamwork to materialize,
the team should be the right size, its
members must be committed to (and accountable {br) the project, and the team
must have sufficient autonomy and adequate resources to accomplish its work.
Further. there is evidence that effective
teams rely on shared decision making,
consensus building, and frequent communications with stakeholders to manage organizational boundaries and overcome obstacles (see, for example,

ject design. Toward the end of the
project, the steering committee conducted a post-project evaluation, and
recommended the creation of a crossIunctional Electronic Resources Committee with responsibility for policy and
procedural decisions associatedwith selecting and incorporating new networked resources into the gateway.
By summer 1998, the initial steering
committee, the two implementation committees, the task force on training and
user support, and the rest of the project
team had disbanded. The steering committee's {inal action was to produce a
"mainstreaming document" in which,
among other things, it was recommended
that a successorgroup be appointed-the
CUL GatewayCommittee-that complements the work of the Electronic Resources Committee. The Gateway Committee is made up of a coordinator, the
qateway Web editor, the editor of the
[uidelines lbr cataloging networked resources, the associateuniversity librarian
for library information technolory, a technical specialist, apublic services librarian,
and the chair ofthe Electronic Resources
Committee. The CUL GatewayCommittee's charge is to ensure that the gateway
continues to evolve to best serve the
needs of CUL and its users.
BENEFITS OF THE G,'TTtruY
BENEFITSFoR USERS
With the creation of the gateway, Cornell
University built a virtual branch library
on the Internet. By pulling all network accessible resources, services, and library
information together into a single interface, CUL created an all-inclusive Web
presence.Usershave asingle systemto go
to instead of having to know ahead of time
what they need and where they can find it.
Using the library has become easier, and
networked resources have become more
visible. At the same time, the gateway

LRTS
supports and points to the Web sites of
unit libraries, thus highlighting and taking advantage ofthe talent, initiative, and
diversity of these libraries.
The gatewaywas released in early January 1998, in the middle of the academic
y"u. To make the transition to the new
system easier the project team decided to

one month later, total connections had
jumped to 26,610.In September 1998,total connections were 48,105.
Another major benelit is the fact that
the gatewayhas made remote use of CUL
resources possible. Because of the authentication and authorization module ol'
the system,it is not necessaryto limit access to most of the CUL licensed databases to Cornell-based computers only.
Now there is awayto screenuserscoming
Irom non-Corneil machines and deterl
mine who is authorized to have access.
This is a major benefit for travelling
Cornellians.
OncaNTzItroNAL BENEFITSFoR CUL
Working on the implementation of the
gateway was a shared project across the
unit libraries and across functional
groups. Working together on a common
p_rojectof this complexity and on such a
short timeline was a very important step
towards creating greater understanding
and cooperatio-n- between functionaf
groups and among the unit libraries. The
process a{I'ectednot only the key players;
ilong the way the gateway project ieam
had to communicate with the wider li-

sent{ul ofthe change at the beginning of
the project.
Even alter the implementation, the
gateway project continues to foster dialog
and cooperation. The maintenance ofthe
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system requires constant input fiom and
ciidog betrieen different fuictional units
of the library (collection development,
acquisitions, cataloging, public services,
and inlbrmation technology) and between the main and unit libraries. Opennessto suggested improvements and criticism continues to be important.
The libraryt investment in its online
resources is half a million dollars a year.
Mahng these resources more readily accessible and more visible maximizes the
bene{its of this substantial investment.

Tnr Furune
The librarv administration has funded a
series of focus grqUps to provide CUL
managers and sth$f \,ilth more {'eedback
on the system and more general information about what features the users
value and need. The results ofthis study
should prove useful for the development offuture generations ofthe gatewav as well.

Suurnnr
While the Library Gateway is an important technological achievement, what
might be most help{ul to other institutions is an understanding of the process
used to build it. First, the experience with
using teams was an excellent one. The
cross-functional steering group and its
two subgroups were able to cut acrosstraditional organizational boundaries, to
work and respond quickly, and to build
consensus continuously. Second, but
equally important, *"r ihe library management's support. By providing a clear
mandate and strong sponsorship while
still giving the team sufficient autonomy,
CULs leaders established the conditions
in which innovation, teamwork, and excellent service could emerge. Third, the
critical importance of involving all f'unctional groups in the task of organizing
electronic resources in libraries was demonstrated. In the face of the dramatic shilt
brought about by the Web, it is essential
to integrate library functions elfectively,
and to make the most of what each group
knows and does best.
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BookReviews
Morgorel Rohdy,Editor
The DDC, the unioerse of l(lr,otr.led,ge, and the Post-Moilern Library.
Francis L. Miksa. Albanv. N.Y.: Forest
Press, 1998. 99p. $5. (ISSN o-SrOoos64-4). LC97-4r7r9.
Why is the DDC (Dewey Decimal
Classilication) structured the way it is?
What is its relationship to theories of classi{ication ofknowledge and ol'library classification? How has it evolved over the

ture at the Fourth International ISKO (Intemational Society {br Knowledge Organi
zation) Conl'erence in ]uly 1996.
The DDC is one of the most successful
library classification systems in the world,

straiqht line. Its develonment has been at't'ected by the personibelief's of fbunder
Melvil Dewey and of the various e&tors
w'ho came alier him, by changing theories
of library classification, and"byipracttcal
considerations. Numerous mntroversies
have arisen along the way; fbr example, the
radical changesin the lifteenth edition in
1951 are blined in part fbr the move by
many academic libraries {rom the DDC to
the Library of Congress Classification.
The DDC was a product of'its age.
Dewey developed it in the 1870s, wh"en
the larger scientific and philosophical
community was greatly interested in the
classilication of iil knriwledge. However,
library classi{ication always has had a

practical aspect-the DDC is not just a
classification of knowledge; it is used to
classilyactual books in libraries ofvarious
sizes and types. There always have been
conflicts over how manv levels ofhierarchy to include in the Dewey classification
r"h"*" and over how much it should be
revised to keep up with changing knowledge, given the need for integrity ofclass
numbers to reduce the work of reclassifying books in libraries.
In 1899, the Library of Congress
wanted to adopt the DDC, but with fundamental changes that Dewey refused.
LC then went o"nto develop iti own very
dif{'erent classi{ication scheme. AIso at
the turn ofthe century the new Institut
International
de
Bibliographie
in
Brusselsset out to catalogand classifyscientific literature. Paul 6tlet and Henri
LaFontaine began by expanding on the
DDC, but the specialized nature of the
materials with which they were dealing
and the particular needs of the scientists
and scholars they served led to the development of the tjniversal Decimal Classification (UDC). Their work led to a new
idea of subjects,one that was much more
complex and more dillicult to contain in a
strict hierarchy. Miksa also details the
contributions of Ernest Cushing Richardson, Henry Evelyn Bliss, W.C. Berwick
Sayers, and S.R. Ranganathan to library
classification theory in the early parts of
the twentieth century when the old view
of the universe of knowledee as a
one-dimensional, hierarchical itructure
was replaced by a more complex, modular, and faceted view.
Since the 1950s, these theoretical
developments have had an impact on the
DDC in its major efforts to keep the ter-
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minology up-to-date and to improve subject collocation, as well as in increasing
use ofsubject faceting and notational synthesis. However, Miksa linds that the
DDC is still based on three assumptions
that, i{ unexamined, couldhave anegative
efI'ect on its future and on the future of library classification in general. These assumptions are: "knowledge categories are
by nature hierarchical and logical; one
best classiffcation system is achievable;
and document retrieval is the main purpose of libraryclassification" (p. 82).
Only in his conclusion does Miksa consider the "post-modern library,- by which
he means both an evolving concept of the
library as a personal space, made possible
bv electronic information and modem telecommunications, and the library as a product of the post-modem age, in which
knowledge and truth are no longer absolute
and everything is relative. The best hope for
the suwival and continued relevance of the
DDC in this age lies in a thorough reconception of the system, inclu&ng variable levels of speciffcation and altemative
arrangements for mllocating information.
This slim bookwillinterest readers who
are curious about the history of libraries
andthe classiftcation of knowledge. Its relevance is not limited to libraries using the
DDC or to classifiers. It is very well organized, though it may provide a little too
much detail on the history of the various
editions of the DDC and not enough insight into possible future developments. A
nine-page ref'erence list is included.
-John Hortage (hostage@ law.han:ard.
edu), Authorl.tles Librarian, Harcard Luo
SchoolLibrary, Cambridge, Mass.
Communicating
Rewarch.
A. I.
Meadows. San Diego, Cali{.: Academic
Press, 1998. 266p. $59.95. (ISBN

o-r2-4874r5-0). LC97-23432.

ln Comnwnicating Research, A. I.
Meadows begins by stating that "Communication lies at the heart ofresearch . . . for
research cannot properly claim that name
until it has been scrutinized and accepted
by colleagues" (p. i*;. This is obvious, but
perhaps too easily taken fbr granted.
Throughout this book, Meadows reiterates that understanding results from

the interaction
communication-from
between the researcher and the receiver
of research information. Research communication continues to evolve, most recentlv with the introduction of electronic
summarizes his
networks-Meadows
main theme as "change and diversity" (p.
239). In his view, changes in the research
communication process are not driven
solely by technologr, but also by the
needs of the research community. He
recognizes the effects ofthe technology,
but Considersit in its proper place as a
tool ofthe researcher.
This book provides a good overview of
the historv and evolution of research communication, with a concise timeline that

The emphasis in Com.manicating Research is on academic research, though
private industry and government-funded
iesearch are includeil as a basis for comparison.
^r.a.ch Meadows focuses mainly on rein the natural sciences and includes humanities and social sciences
research when he touches on the evolution of these distinct ftelds and the difficulty in defining the boundaries between
them. A general characterization of the
differences between the humanities and
social sciencesversus the natural sciences
is that in the fbrmer, the book is more
widely used as a tool of communication,
while'the iournal article is most common
in the latt-er. In addition, the emphasis in
the natural sciences is almost always on
the most current research, while older
knowledge is read and cited more o{ten in
the humanities and social sciences. The
structure of the journal article contributes to the efficiencv of the communication process by prJviding the expected
title, author, date of receipt (essential {br
establishing "lirst" discoveries, especially
in the natural sciences), abstract, body
(usually introduction, methodolory, results, conclusion), and list of references.
Books also have a typical layout, with an
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index to assist researchers in locating and
absorbing information quickly.
The "prof'essionalization" (p. 24) of research began in German universities, was
well-established by the second half of the
nineteenth century and then spread to
the rest of academia and eventually to
industry and government. The size and
education level of the research communitybegan to grow, alongwith the amount
of infbrmation it qenerated. Meadows
makes the interestiig point that the feeling of being overloade-dwith inlbrmation
actuallyhasbeen common for a long time.
To cope with the expansion of knowledge,
universities were organized into departments and new disciplines were created
through specialization or lusion.
The research community is subject to
a set ofsocial norms that are reflected in
the communication process. When these
norms are fbllowed, thevare invisible. but
when they are not, piagiarism and the
lbrging of research data may result. The
community typically experiences periods
of "normal science" interspersedwith periods of "revolution," all documented
through the recognized communication
channils that re"cord the cumulative
knowledge of a discipline. Meadows discussesvarious aspectsofresearch, including who perlbrms research and why, the
lower visibility of women researchers and
those lrom developing countries, the ef'f'ect ofage on the r6seirchert output, the
involvement ol'multiple authors in writing results, citation studies, and the roles
of editors, re{'erees,the mass me&a, and
even amateur researchers. He highlights
current trends, such astheincreasing emphasis upon general, theoretical research
as opposed to specific, empirical research
(though this vaiies by dis&pline) and the
increase in collaborative and interdisciplinary eflorts.
The effects of technolory on research
communication are stressed throughout
this book. Meadows points out that technological manipulatibn of bibliographic
data-helps res^earchers locate in*forhation. At first, only bibliographic citations
were searchable by computer, then abstracts, and now {'ull-text. He credits in{brmation technolory with opening up

new research opportunities and regular
communication outside the research
hierarchy, mahng the research process
more democratic and open. Electronic
networking allows wide dissemination of
research in progress. On the other hand,
these newer, more flexible channels bring
a number of challenges:lines are blurred
between formal and infbrmal exchanges
(when is something "pre-" and when is it a
"print"?), questionable material can go
undetected by the novice reader, data
tampering can occur, and "electrocopying" can jeopardize copyright protection. There are citation dilffculties.
uncertainties regarding long-term archiving, and a continuing reluctance to accept
electronic publishing within the academic communitv. Meadows endorses an
ideal scenario in which print and electronic publication are parallel.
Though it is not the major fbcus of this
work, Meadows recognizes the role of
publishers and Iibraries in the research
process. Publishers work with authors to
assurethat information is suitable lbr publication, that it is produced in an appropriate, legible fbrmat, and that it is
well-disseminated. Libraries are the primary purchasers of scholarly publications;
their selection decisions affect the actions
ofboth publishers and readers, and these
decisions are in tum often driven by the
immediate needs of the institutioni own
researchers.The library's role is to archive
the records of research and to make them
available, a role that brings with it dilemmas regarding the linancial inability to
keep pace with publishing and the rising
mst of physical storage. Both libraries and
publishers f'acenew challenges with electronic publishing, though Meadows believes that libraries have the most diflicult
task-storing and provi&ng accessto both
the old and the new.
Electronic journals gained popularity
{irst in the humanities and social
sciences-articles are composed mainly
oftext, and publishing spacewas needed
that was unavailable in print. The natural
sciences are catching up now that technology can support the graphics required
for publications in this {ield. Researchers
at present recogpize that a mix oI'print
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and electronic documents is the reality of
the mid-1990s, but Meadows advocites
more retrospective conversion to electronic {brmat in order to expedite researchers' work. Paradoxically, information technolory has made the researcher's
task more difffcult by increasing the
amount of information, while at the same
time making it more convenient for each
researcher to accessthat infbrmation from
a personal workstation. Meadows cautions
that these electronic channels may {urther
divide the information-rich from the information-poor, based upon the degree ofaccessto in{brmation technologr.
Many of the author's points are illustrated by tables with data on everything
{rom "A Comparison of the Number of
Articles Devoted to Astronomy/Space
and Medicine at Two Epochs" (p. 73) to
"The Existence of Bias in Refereeing
Judgments" (p. 190). The concepts that
Meadows presents are so interconnected
and so often repeated that I fbund myself
pondering a better organization of this
work while I read it. Yet in the end. I realized that this is the point: the communication of research is a complex, chaotic process that is constantly changing. The
choice of the term "Postscript" {br what I
first considered a conclusion or summary
seemed odd. but it became clear {iom the
closinq sentence that the authort clever
play oi the word "post-script" (p.242) was
intentional. Meadows correctly observes
the myriad questions raised by the electronic channels ol' communication now
available to researchers, although he unfbrtunately does not seem to have any
greater insight than the rest ofus into how
it will all tum ori.-Ellen
McGrath
(emr:,grath@acsubuffolo.eilu), Head of
Cataloging, Charles B. SearsLut Library,
Stete UniDersity of Neulork at Buffolo

Budgeting for lnfonnation
Access:
Managing the Resource Builget for
Absolute Access. Eds. Murray S.
Martin and Milton T. Woll. Chicago:
American Library Association, 1998.
174p. $30 (ISBN 0-8389-069r-5).
LC98-10964.
In Budgeting for Informntion Access,

Martin and Wolf define access very
broadly as "finding, loohng at, or using
any printed or electronic infbrmation" (p.
20). All types and formats of accessible
collection-related materials, {iom print to
electronic media, are discussed and examined in a series of short chapters.
These include materials that are directly
retrievable on-site in traditional and
electronic formats and those received
through interlibrary loan or document
delivery services. Both editors are associated with Technicalities, a library journal
and Ibrum that represents the practitioner's point of view. Martin, who died in
April 1998, was the author o{ the
"Money Matters" column in Technicalities and many articles and books on
budgets and library collections. Milton
T. Wolf is the lbunding editor ofTechnicalities and is currently vice president
fbr collection programs at the Center for
Research Libraries.
Most of the chapters in Budgetingfor
Infonnation Access contain practical inlbrmation about collection-related concepts
such as preservation, pricing, collection organization and maintenance, and budget
implications. The "Notes" section in each
chapter and the selective bibliography at
the end of the book contain current and
relevant source material, although the
mention of some of these publications and
stu&es is repeated too often throughout
the text, asare material and charts {iom several of Martin'.s previous works.
The strength ofthis book lies in its discussion of budgeting and of the wide
range of information alternatives availablJ to hbraries in the current marketplace. These alternatives include other
collection-related areas-beyond print
and electronic access-such as document
delivery, interlibrary loan, resource sharing, and consortial and contractual relationships. This is important reading {br
acquisitions librarians whose {unctions
overlap increasingly with areas outside
their traditional domain, i.e., borrowing,
leasing, and procurement {br individuals,
rather than purcha^sing materials to be
cataloged and processed for the library
collection. The thought{ul sectionson developing a resource budget and on budget
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scenarios cover an important and o{ten
overlooked area of library management.
Budgeting for Infonnation Access is
less successful in its discussion of electronic resources. Problems associated
with ownership and preservation in the
electronic arena. as well as the economic
consequences oI' acquiring and licensing
these materials, are all important issues
that manylibrarians confroirt. This bookt
heavy-handed bias toward print materials
can be justilied in some circumstances;
nevertheless, statements that compare
and contrast print and electronic resources o{ten are confusing and overly
dramatic as indicated in the following
statements: "Of particular importance ii
the difl'erence between accessing a book
and accessingelectronic media . . . because the {irst is a simple matter of picking up something that has already been
purchased and is therefbre subject to the
Doctrine of First Sale, while the second is
like accessing a data{ile that is not in the
public domain"(p. 119) and "Unless providers and users can find more common
ground, the unlimitedpromise of the new

times neglected in favor ofbroad editorial
statements on electronic resources in general. Peggy Johnson (1998) and Ross
Atkinson (1998) deal with these issues
more effectively in an eIlbrt to inform and
improve libraryl practice and theory. Discussions of copp'ight and contract licensing are scattered throughout the text; indiviilual sections devotJd to these issues,
with specilic guidelines, wouldbe help{ul.
Over the last decade, in an effort to
meet users'information and research demands, Iibraries have attempted, within
budgetary constraints, to provide access
to awide range of services and materials.
Martin and Wolft book is a good starting
point fbr a better understanding of "ac-

cess" in an ever-changing library environment.-Amg D y k eman (amy _dy keman @
solinet.ed.u), Library Products and Seroice Manager, Electronic lnformation
Serwices,SOLINET, Atlanta, Ga.
Worxs Crrnp
Athnson, Ross.1998. Managingtraditional
materialsin an onlineenvironment:some
delinitions and distincUonsfor a {uture
collectionmanagement.Li,braryresources
C:techni.calseroices42:7-2O.
Johnson,Peggy.1998.Collectionspoliciesfor
electronicresources.TechnicalitiesI8: 6ff.
Practical Digital
Librariec:
Book,
Bytes, and. Bucks. Michael Lesk. San
Francisco: Morgan Kaufman, 1997.
297p. $a9.95. (ISBN 1-55860-459-6).
LC97-22069.
Michael Lesk is a computer scientist
who has shown his interest and expertise
in library-related issues in research {br
the Commission on Preservation and Access and who has dedicated his work to
studying problems and solutions fbr the
electronic library. He has written several
respected works on preservation and
technolog;z;but this book, a natural extension ofhis interests and experience, is by
far the most extensive and will reach the
broadest audience.
Praaical Digital Libraries is one of the
ffrst books to treat this subject so comprehensively and in such a readable style that
students, educators, librarians, and computer scientists all will find it interesting
and valuable. The subtitle "Books, Bytes,
and Bucks" indicates the book's attention
to the economics of digital libraryproiects.
This topic is critical in a discussion of
changes in technology and how to mobilize, plan, and transf'er library functions
and resources to a digital environment.
Lesk provides a thorough review of
what a digital hbrary is and how to build
one; the book can easily serve as a reader
or textbook, and it wouli alsobe useful in a
study of trends in scholarly communication. In the opening chapters, Lesk Ibcuseson the technolory ofconversion and
cnnstruction and the needed equipment
and software. He examines techniques lbr
storing and manipulating images and for
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storage of sound and multimedia, and possibilities for classi{ication and indexing. A
discussionofoptions for delivery ofthe digitized content and lbr information retrieval
is central in this book. Lesk concludes with
discussionsof mllection, maintenance, and
preservation of digital information and a
review of economic models to sustain the
development of digital libraries. The practical and well-organized nature of this volume, and its numerous illustrations and
graphical presentations of complicated information. make it a uselul resource for
anyone involved in the developing digital
library environment. Valuable readerfriendly features are the extensive list of
{igures, a bibliography ofreferences, and a
use{ul index.
Lesk tackles the' whys, hows, and what
decisions remain to be made" (p. irr) as
new technology makes digital libraries
more a reditv at all economic levels. The
author underscores how library users have
come to expect to be able to access,search
for, copy, and store information with maximum ease and dependability, using common equipment that doesnt require complex skills. The outcome of a digital library
is a new senseof organizational culture-it
is this social aspect of computing and the
trans{brmed library environment that is so
exciting to study and experience. This
book is a successasa planning tool, an analysis of how to problem-solve in planning
various aspectsofa digital library. In building a case to answer the question "Why
digital Iibraries?", Leskpresents dilemmas
that can be studied and solved in a variety
of wa1n. Examples of these problem situations include text formats; methods of
transferring images and text so that they
can be read and copied; new options lbr
multimedia storage and access;methods of
knowledge representation; &stribution of
content and security concems; and usability and retrieval evaluation. The concludingsummaryin eachchapterincludes both
a summary of the chapter's content and
ideas on lLture developments in this dynamic environment.
The second part of the book is less
technical and more application-oriented,
covering collections and preservation,
economics, copyright and intellectual

property, the scope ofinternational activities, and future impact on society and
public policy. Lesk's almost encyclopedic
approach gives direction to the technical
planning process. He is candid and honest, identifring genuine problems and
solutions that obviously have limitations
and will need to be revisited when new
technologies become available.
As a librarian, I {bund the chapters
"Economics," "Knowledge Representation
Methods." and "Collections and PreservaUon" most useful. The understanding of
technicalities gleaned from the earlier
chapters can be appliedto these discussions
of planning for digital access.The inlbrmation is usefi;l to planners from &fl'erent
professional avenues, fbr small and large
irro;ects, and in various higher education
environments. There is a good introduction to government-funded research initiatives that nonexperts will find helpful.
This book will have a reasonable
shelfJife in libraries because it fills avoid.
Until it became available, librarians had
to study computer science and engineering manuals to learn about the technolog,
of digitization. The 1997 imprint should
not be a concern because there is little
else published of comparable scope in so
intelligent and readable a volume. Many
earlier and later works cover aspects of
this subject in greater detail, but as a single-volume work on this subl ect, Practical
Digital Libraries stands alone. A newer
and somewhat related work on the same
subject, without the technical information, is The Mirage of Continuity: ReconAcad.emic Information
Refiguri"g
sources for the 27st Century, edited by
Brian Hawkins and Patricia Battin (Washington, D.C.: Council on Library and Information Resources, 1998). The World
Wide Web is also a source of information
about digital libraries. The Dlib Program, Research in Digital Libraries
(http://www.dlib.org), provides a variety
of useful resources, including D-Lib
Magazine, but it is nowhere near as easy
to use or as complete an ov erievt as Practical Digital Libraries: Books, Bytes, and
Bucks.-lulia
Gelfund (jgelfand@ sunl.
Iib.uci.edu), Applled Sciences Librarian,
Unioercity of Califumia, lruine.
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